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PREFACE 
Interest in the topic of this thesis was aroused 
when the writer was teaching English in stockton High 
School, Stockton, California. Comments and questions of 
students in English 1 were a challenge which she could 
not ignore. The students expected a concrete and prac-
tical reason for studying mythology. 
This thesis offers in reply to that challenge not 
only the ma.ny words derived from mythology but also a 
statistical study of the use of those words in current 
magazines. 1'he class and individual projects and activi-
ties are planned to develop an awareness of the influence 
of mythology on our modern living. It is hoped that this 
study will aid other teachers in planntng a unit on myth-
ology which will offer the student of English an interest-
ing and enjoyable experience. 
The writer is indebted to her committee, Dr. J. 
l:!illiam Harris, Chairman; Dr. f.'red L. Farley, and Dr. Marc 
Jantzen, for their constant encouragement and assistance. 
Each of them has helped her to solve problems in their 
special fields of interest. I am grateful especially to 
Dr. J. ~alliam Harris, who gave so generously of his time 
and was ever ready 'V~ith his friendly encouragement. He 
has helped to make this study not only an enriching ex-
perience intellectually but also a very pleasant one. 
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OHL'tPI'EH. I 
THE PROBLEM AND ~mTHOD OF SOLUTION 
Many teachers of English are challenged with the 
question, nvlhy do we study these ancient myths?" The most 
obvious justification is the great contribution of mythol-
ogy to music, literature, and other arts. However, the 
modern, questioning student is not entirely satisfied with 
this answer. A more practical appeal is made in this study 
of the contributions of mythology to modern language. 
I. THE PHOBLEM 
Statement g! the Eroblem. The purposes of this study 
were to determine (1) which words that originate in Greek 
and Roman myths are used in our modern language; (2) the 
frequency of the use of these l'fords in current magazines; 
(3) the percentage of words of mythological origin as com-
pared with other like words; and (4) which myths should be 
stressed in teaching in view of the frequency of reference 
to those myths. 
Importance .Q!. lli study. Much has been written to 
show the contributions of mythology to the arts. One need 
consult only a few collections of great English literature 
to realize that a knowledge of mythology is essential to 
complete understanding of our literature. The words of 
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~ron, Keats, Milton, Lamb, and Tennyson are only a few of 
those which show the influence of the myths. 
The student is made aware of contributions of myth-
ology to literature in study questions, quotations, and 
reference material provided in most texts of myths. 
Max J. Herzbergl has two such sections at the end of each 
chapter entitled, ''The Nyths in Literaturen, and uRefer-
ences to Mythology in Literature .. , in which he quotes 
numerous references. 
A search of the Reader's Guide to Periodical Liter-
==.;;:.;;........:;;..;:;..;;;=.-.-
ature by Robinson, Joel, and Keyes, and of the tt Supplement11 
of the same index revealed that very few articles have been 
written which link the myths with modern usage. Seventeen 
years ago, Grace P. Smith published an article to prove 
that, "Advertising and mythology though seemingly far apart, 
have certain features in oommon." 2 Hers is the most recent 
of such works which was listed. 
A definite need exists, it, would seem to me, to link 
more closely the past uses of the myths with the present 
usage. No recent study in the field of advertising and myth-
ology has been published. There is no study given which at-
tempts to show the use of mythological terms in current usage. 
and 
1Hax J. Herzberg, ~lzths ~ Their Meanings 1 
Bacon, 1947. 
2Grace P. Smith, "Gods on Main Street,tt ~ 
Journal, June, 1932, P• 706. 
Allyn 
Ole.ssi-
This study will attempt to show the contributions 
which mythology has made to current language as used in 
current mae;azlnes in context and advertisements. 
II. J:.!TETHODS 0:&' SOLUTION 
Tabulation of \'fords Q!. Mythol.op;1cal Origin. The 
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chief source of words from mythology '!rJhich contribute to 
our le.nguage is the dictionary. In this study each word 
which originated in either a Greek or Roman myth has been 
listed along with all derivatives from that word. Web-
ster's Collegiat.~ J:?iot1onfari 1 1941, published by G. and c. 
Merriam Company, was used in preference to the large un-
abridged dictionary by the same author. 
Other sourees of words from mythology were books of 
myths to be used as texts. Four of the most popular and 
widely used books were consulted. They include (1) Charles 
Hills Gayley, X!1! Classic rtrths 1!! Enslish Lit.erature; 
(2) M:ax cT • Herzberg, Mzths and •rheir Heanine;s; (3) li'rances 
E. Sabin, Classical M~tt:.s that Live Tocle.z; (l~) Thomas Bul-
finoh. 1h!, Age .2!. :b"'able .2!! ~ Beauties £! Mythology: as 
Etevised by Jev. J. Loughran Scott. 
III • viO~ms FR.Of1 CURRENT HAGAZI:NES 
This study concerning the current usage o~ mytho- · 
logical terms is based on_ words usQd in the follovsing maga-
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zinee: (1) five copies of Iime, 1947; (2) five copies of 
Satt!rday EY~ni~ Post, 1947; (3} one copy of Harper's ~1atsa­
zine, February, 1948. The first t'!r!o were selected because 
they are very popular and widely rea.d. The voca,bulary used 
in them is comparf'!hle to that of the average student. The 
latter was selected as a more erudite type of magazine in 
contrast with the other two magazines. 
Comparison .2f words used. From the lists compiled 
from the above magazines a comparison was made between the 
words of mythological origin and other words of like use. 
Only those words used as nouns, verbs, adjectives, and ad-
verbs were compared since words of a mythological origin 
fall into these four grammatical categories. 
£..Jyths i2, Bft tayght. 'l'he lists of words actually used 
in current magazines are the determining factor in suggest-
ing myths to be taught. 'l'he great wealth of myths of Greece 
and Rome makes it impossible to include all of them in one 
unit. Those myths which a.re suggested have contributed the 
greatest number of words used in the current magazines. If 
time permits, a more enriched experience in mythology could 
well be offered for the more complete understanding of our 
language. Other copies of these same magazines refer to 
other myths than those listed. 
CHAP'l'ER II 
S.OtHC'l'SS 0\i' UO::ms OF I"Y'tHOLOCHCAL O~UGIN 
Two ma.ior sources of \'lords were used in thin study. 
The chief source was the dictionary as is discussed below. 
In addition to the dictionary, books of myths were also 
consulted. These books at•e accepted texts in the field 
and are used in the local schools. 
I. THE DICTIONARY 
All of the words in the. following list are to be 
found in liiebster 'a Collesiate Dictionarz • t•'ifth Edition, 
G. C. ~-1erriam Compa.ny, 1941. rr'his abridged edition was 
chosen for these reasons; (1) the most important deities 
of the Greek and Rornan myths ar•e listed; (2) this edition 
includes most of the words a student will encounter in his 
reading; (3) the derivation of words is given; (4) the more 
technical and less frequently used words have been omitted. 
No at.tempt is made to give the page on which the 
word is found in the dictionary. The reader need only con-
sult the alphabetical listing of words in the dictionary to 
verify any word on the list. For ease of reference the 
list is also arranged in alphabetical order. 
The dictionary lms carefully examined to determine 
which words were derived from the Greek or Roman myths. 
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Great care w~.s taken to avoid inclusion of words of other 
origtn which hmre the sam'~ oonnot.at1on in English as a 
word from mythology. For· example, the "wrd uLove" as a. 
proper noun means ucupid, or Eros, as god of love; some-
·times, Yenus11 • Since it is derived from the Anglo-Saxon 
word tt lufun , "Love11 is not included in the list. 
V.Jhen the research was completed, the list included 
only words of mythological origin. This includes root words 
as well as their derivatives. The list was divided into 
three categories according to the use of the ,,,ords as fol-
lows: (1) general; (2) arts; (3) sciences. The words fell 
into four grammatical classifications, i.e. nouns, ver·ba, 
adjectives, adverbs. 'ro d.1fferent1elte the different gram-
matical classifications this scheme was u:ad. 
r..11 pr:-Jper nouns have no further identi flca,tion be-
yond the initial capital letter. All comraon nouns are fol-
lm-.ted by the letter 11 nn; all a.ri.jeotives by the abbreviation 
ttadj.••; all adverbs by the abbreviation tta.dv."; and all verbs 
All derivatives are listed tmder the 
root word. If the spelling of the derivative is identical 
wlth that of the root word and the added suffix the deriva-
tive is listed as in the example below. 
e.g. Grace 
-ful 
-fully 
-fulness 
adj. 
adv. 
n. 
If, however, the derivative is not spelled identically 
with the root word, the entire word ts given. 
e.g. Chaos 
Chaotic adj. 
'rhe alphRbetical list of words of mythological 
origin as found in the dictionary follows: 
GF;NEH.AL 
A 
" 
'f.-' 
Aohates Amp hi on 
A charon Amphitrite 
.~ 
-tic adj. Anohises 
·~·.: 
-tical adj. Andromache 
Achilles Andromeda 
Achillean adj. Antaeus 
Actaeon Antaean adj. 
Adonis Antigone 
Adonia adj. Aphrodite 
Adonia verse n. aphrodis:l.ac adj. 
Aegean Apollo 
aegis n. apple of discord 
Aegisthus Arachne 
Aeneas araohn1dan adj. 
Aeolus arachnoid adj. 
Aeolian adj. Arcadia 
Aeolic a.dj., n. -ian adj., 
aeolipile n. Area 
Aesculapius areocentric adj. 
-ian adj. areology n. 
Agamemnon area logical adj. 
Agle,ia Areopagus 
Ajax Arethusa 
Alcestis ,~rgo 
Alcmena argive n. 
t~lma Hater Argonaut 
alma mater n. -tic adj. 
Alpheus Argus 
J'..mal t he.ea or Argus-eyed adj. 
Amalthea Ariadne 
horn of n. Artemis 
Ama.ryllis Aacanius 
Amazon Asclepiua 
a.mazon .. n. ... 1a.dea.n adj. 
-ian adj. Astal:'te 
ambrosia n. Aetraea 
-l.al adj. Astyanax 
-1.a: 1ly adv. Atalanta 
-ian adj. 
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n. 
8 
Ate 0 
ate n. 
Athena or Cadmus 
Athena Cadmean adj. 
athenaeum n. Cadmean victory 
Athenian adj., n• Caduceus 
r.thens -ean adj. 
Atlas Calc has 
Atlantean adj. Calliope 
atlantes n. calliope n. 
Atlantic adj., n. Callisto 
t'>tlantis Calydonian boar hunt 
atlas n. Calypso 
Atreus canicular adj. 
Atropos Capitol 
Augean adj. capitol n. 
augur n., v. -ina adj., n. 
-y n. Carye.t;id 
A.urora -al l'ldj. 
aurora n. -ean adj. 
-al adj. -ic adj. 
-ally adv. Cassandra 
-ea.n n. Cassiopeia. 
Anster Castalia or 
austral adj. Castalia 
austro n. Castalian adj. 
A.vernus . Car:::.or 
:wernal adj. Cecropa 
centaur n. 
Cepheus 
B Cerberus 
Cerberean 
Bacchus Ceres 
3accha.a cereal 11. 
bacchanal adj., n. cestus n. 
Bacchanal1e. n. Chaos 
bacchanalia n. chaotic adj. 
-ian adj. -tical adJ. 
-ianism n. -tically adv. 
bacchant adj., n. Charon 
-tic adj. Charybdis 
-te n. -dian adj. 
Baochic adj. Chimera 
-ical adj. ohimern n. 
baeehioal adj. -rical adj •. 
3auo1s -ric adj. 
Bellerophon -r1cally adv. 
Bellona Chi ron 
Boreas. (Gtll"o:nos) 
boreal adj. 
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chl:•onio adj. D 
-cal adj. 
-ce.lly adY. Daedalus 
chronicle n.' v. daedal adj. 
-oler n. -11a.n adj. 
chronogram -lean adj. 
-matio adj. Damon 
chronograph n. Danae 
-io adj. Dana us 
chronologer n. Dana idea 
chronologie Daphne 
-cal adj. Daphnia 
-cBlly adv. Decathlon 
chronologist n. De ian ira 
chronology n. Delphi 
chronometer n. -ian adj. 
-trio adj. -ic adj. 
-trical adj. Demeter 
-trically adv. Deucalion 
chronometry n. Diana 
chronoscope n. Dido 
Chryseis dido n. 
Ohthonian adj. Diomedes 
Cimmerian r:tdj., n. dionaea. 
Circe Dionysus 
-ean adj. -aia 
-aean adj. -siac a.dj. 
Olio -sian adj. 
Clotho Diosouri 
Clytemnestra Do dona 
Oocytus -aean 
Comus dryad n. 
cornucopia -die adj. 
-ian adj. 
Corybant 
-tic adj. g, 
-t .. ine adj. 
-tian adj. Echo 
Cronus echo n.' v. 
Cupid -er n. 
cupid n. -ic adj. 
-1ty n. -ism n. 
Cybele Egeria 
Cyclops or Electra 
Cyclopes Electra complex n. 
-pean adj. Eleusinlan mysteries 
Cynthia Elysium 
Cyprian adj. -ian adj. 
Cypr-iote adj. • n. ICndi-I1l1<!_n_ 
Cytherea Eolian var. or 'EE-wlian 
-rean adj. -ic 
eon1an v. 
:B:oa 
-sin 
-sinic 
Epimetheus 
i<:rato 
Ere bus 
Erinys 
Eris 
-tic 
Eros 
erotic 
-cal 
-cally 
-a ism 
erotism 
Eryma.nthua 
-thian 
Eteocles 
Etruscan 
Etrusia.n 
eudaemon 
-nia 
-nic 
-nieal 
-nism 
-niat 
-nistic 
-nistical 
-nistically 
euhemerism 
-1st 
-is tic 
-istically 
-ize 
Eumir.1ides 
Eupbrosyne 
Europa 
Europe 
-ean 
-eanize 
-ean plan 
Eurua 
Eurydice 
T~uterpe 
· Fates 
fatal 
-ity 
F 
n •. 
adj. 
adJ• 
adj. 
adj. 
adv. 
n. 
n. 
adj-. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
aclj. 
ad,j. 
n. 
adj .. 
adv. 
n. 
n-. 
adj-. 
adv. 
v. 
a.dj. • n. 
v. 
adj. 
n. 
-ism 
-1st 
-:tst1c 
-istiaa.lly 
-ly 
fate 
-ed 
-ful 
-fully 
-fulness 
faun 
Faun us 
fauna 
-al 
-ally 
Flora 
-al 
-ally 
-al emblem 
-eseence 
in-
-ascent 
in-
-et 
-iated 
-!culture 
-icultural 
-ioulturally 
-ioulturist 
-id 
-idly 
-idness 
-iferous 
-in 
-ist 
·flo\oler 
-age 
-et 
-ing 
-less 
-pot 
-y 
-ily 
-iness 
non -- ing 
be ed 
Fortuna 
-ate 
un-
-ately 
-ateness 
n. 
n. 
adj •. 
adv .• 
adv". 
n. 
e.dj. 
a.dj. 
adv. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
e.dv. 
adj.. 
adv. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
adj. 
n. 
e.dj. 
n. 
adj. 
adv, 
n. 
adj. 
adv. 
adj. 
n. 
n. 
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n., v., adj. 
n. 
n. 
e,dj. 
adj. 
n. 
adj. 
adv. 
n. 
v.dj. 
adj. 
adj. 
adj. 
e.av. 
n. 
Ul1 -- at .. e 
un -- ately 
fortune 
in-
-hunter 
-hunting 
-t;eller 
-telling 
P'ury 
fury 
fnribund 
furious 
-ly 
-ness 
furor 
furore 
infuriate 
-ly 
-tion 
G 
Gaea 
geocentric 
geochemistry 
-:teal 
geode 
-eslc 
-esical 
-esist 
-esy 
-et1-c 
•etical 
-et:tcally 
geognosy 
r:;eogrs.pher 
-hi cal 
-hie 
-hy 
-hicslly 
zoo--her 
zoo--hi cal 
zoo-h:tcally 
zoo-hie 
zoo-hy 
geoid 
geologic 
-C1:llly 
-cal 
-1st 
adj. 
adv. 
n., v. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
n. 
n., adj. 
n. 
adj.o 
adj. 
adv. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
v. 
adv. 
n. 
adj. 
n. 
adj. 
n. 
a.dj. 
adj. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
adj. 
ad.v. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
adj. 
n. 
adv. 
n. 
adj. 
adv. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
adv. 
-acO ~ 
n. 
-~_ze 
-gy 
zoo -- gy 
geomaneer 
-cy 
geometer 
geometric 
-cal 
-cally 
... elan 
-ize 
-ry 
geomorph1.c 
geophagy 
-gism 
-gist 
geophys:lce.l 
-cist 
geophyte 
geoponic 
geoatatic 
~::ecstatics 
e;eosynclinal 
geotais 
geotactic 
-cally 
geotropic 
-cally 
-ism 
apo--ism 
geotectonic 
Galatea 
-tia.n 
galatea 
Ganymede 
G-emini 
-nr:1te 
in--nate 
-ne.tlon 
Genius 
gen1us 
genial 
-ity 
genie 
giant 
-ess 
-ism 
-powder 
-glgaritea.n 
-tesque 
v. 
n. 
n. 
n •. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
adj. 
adv • 
n. 
v. 
n. 
!l. 
n. 
n •. 
ad,j. 
n. 
n. 
a.dj. 
edj. 
n. 
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n., adj. 
n. 
adj. 
adv. 
adj. 
adv. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
n., adj. 
n. 
v., adj. 
v. 
n. 
:n • 
adj. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
adJ. 
adj. 
-tic 
-tical 
-t01!JE1Chy 
goat-god 
Golden F'leece 
Go:ed.1an 
-Enot 
Gorgon 
gorgon 
-ian 
-ize 
Graces 
grace 
-cup 
-ful 
-fully 
-fu.lness 
-less 
-leo sly 
-lec1e:necs 
dis-
c11s--er 
dis--ful 
dis--fully 
d1s--fulness 
un--ful 
un--fully 
un--fulness 
Grnea 
griffin 
griffon 
Hades 
hamadryad 
Harpy 
Har·i_Jies 
harpy 
JTebe 
H 
-phrenia 
-phrenic 
-tic 
Hecate 
Hector 
hector 
Hecuba 
Helen-of 'rroy 
Helicon 
-ian 
adj. 
adj. 
n. 
n. 
a,dj. 
r.. 
adj. 
v. 
n., v. 
n. 
adj. 
adv. 
adj. 
adv. 
n. 
n., v. 
n. 
a,dj. 
adv. 
n. 
adj. 
adv. 
n. 
n. 
n .. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
adj. 
n., v. 
adj. 
Helios 
heU.ooentric 
-ioa.l 
ant he lion 
hellocl:wome 
-ic 
helio,;::;ram 
-graph 
-grapher 
-graphic 
-graphy 
-gravure 
-stat 
-taxis 
-therapy 
heliotropism 
-type 
-typy 
helium 
apheliotropi.sm 
-pic 
-pically 
parhelio 
parhelio circle 
par helical 
par he lion 
para he lion 
photo heliograph 
Hephaestus 
Hera 
Hercules 
-a an 
-11da.e 
-lidan 
Hermaphroditus 
herma 
--phrodite 
-phrodite brip; 
-tic 
-tic ally 
-tical 
adj. 
adj. 
n. 
n. 
mdj. 
n. 
n., v. 
n. 
adj. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n., v. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
adv. 
adj. 
n. 
adj. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
n. 
ad.j. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
adv. 
adj. 
Hermes 
Hermes 
-etic 
T1rismet)i stus 
adj. 
adj. 
adv. 
-etical 
-etically 
Hermione 
Hero 
. hero 
Hero and Leander 
n. 
-o1o adj. 
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-oiCfllly adv. Hymen 
-oine n. hymen n. 
-oism n. -eal adj. 
heroic verse Ih -eally · adv. 
Hesperidea -ean n. 
-din n. Hyperborean 
Herperia Hyper ion 
-ian adj. Hypermnestra 
Hesperus Hypnos 
Heetia -o?~enesis n. 
hierodule n. -agenetic aO.j • 
-lie adj. -oid adj. 
hiero~Jhant n. -ology n. 
hippocampus n. -ologic adj. 
-pal adj. -ological e.dj. 
Hipnocrene •ologist n. 
Hippolytus -osis n. ----
Hippomenea -otherapy n. 
Homer -otic adj. 
-io 8£lj. -otically adv. 
-ical e.dj. •Otism n. 
-ically adv. -otist n. 
Horae -otize v. 
Hc.mrs -otizable adj. 
horologe n. -otiza.tion n. 
-er Yh -otizer n. 
-gic adj. 
-gical tJdj. 
-gist !1. I 
-gy n. 
horoscope n. IOEU'US 
-py n. -rian f'dj. 
hourglass n. Iliad 
hourly adv., adj. Io 
Hyacinthus -Ionian Sea. 
hyacinth n. Iph:tgenia 
-thine adj. Iris 
Hyades iris n. 
Hydra Ix:ion 
hydroid adj. 
Hye;eia 
-eist n. J 
hyglene n. 
-nio adj. Janus 
-nical tldj. January 
-nically adv. Janus-faced aclj. 
-nics n. janitor n .. 
-nist n. -tress !1 • 
.. un-.;;.nio. . - adj~· Jason 
Jooasta 
Jove 
by Jove 
-vial 
-vi ally 
-ia.lness 
-iality 
-ian 
Juno 
June 
Jupiter 
labyrinth 
-ian 
-ic 
-ieal 
-ine 
Lachesis 
Laertes 
Laius 
lamia 
Laocoon 
L 
adj. 
adv. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
adj. 
adj. 
adj. 
n. 
n. 
lares n. 
lares and penates 
laurel 
n. 
-raoeous 
-reate 
poet-reate 
-reatesh1p 
-reation 
Leander 
lemures 
lemur 
-ine 
-oid 
Lethe 
lethe 
letha.rgio 
-cal 
-oally 
-size 
-gy 
Lethean 
Leto 
).Ot\l_S 
lotus-eater 
Luna 
luna 
adj. 
adj., n., 
n. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
adj. 
adv. 
v. 
n. 
n. 
rt• 
n. 
v. 
-oy 
-r 
-r caustic 
-rian 
-ate 
-a ted 
-a.tely 
-tie 
-tical 
-tion 
luna 
-ette 
-ea 
lunlform 
-isolar 
-itidal 
n. 
adj. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
adj. 
adv. 
n. 
adj. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
-itidal 
lunular 
-late 
-lated 
interva.n 
adj. 
adj. 
adj. 
n. 
-uny 
1nter--nar 
sublunary 
-ar 
superlunary 
-ar 
Luperealia 
-ian 
-ci 
Lyoaon 
Lyceum 
lyceum 
maenad 
-die 
Hanes 
manes 
~liars 
1'-1:aroh 
Martian 
martial 
M 
-ly 
ma,rtial law 
May 
-anple-
-fa1r 
-flower 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
adj. 
adj. 
adj. 
adj. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n., adj. 
adj. 
adv. 
n. 
a4j~ 
ll4 
n~ 
n,-. 
:nct~ 
n ..... 
act~•--:· 
ad.Vi .. 
n~.· 
Shi 
rt• .. " 
,. 
Ali 
: r. 
mythopoeisn1 
-1st 
nonmyt.hical 
naiad 
Narcissus 
narcism 
narcist 
na,roissism 
-1st 
-is tic 
Nausicaa 
nectar 
-ean 
-eo us 
-ine. 
..;.y 
-ial 
Nemean 
N 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
n. 
adj. 
adj. 
n. 
n • 
adj. 
-olepsy 
-olept 
-omania 
-omar1iac 
Ooeanid 
Oceanus 
ocean 
-ian 
-ic 
-ography 
0 
-ographer 
-hie 
-hioa.lly 
-hi cal 
Odysseus 
Odyssey 
odyssey 
Oedipus 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. • adj. 
n. 
n., adj. 
adj. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
adv. 
adj. 
n. 
Nemean Games Oedipus complex n. 
Nemesis 
tJemesis 
Neptune 
-nian 
n. 
adj. 
Olympiad 
-ian 
-ian Games 
-io 
~~e~ -~ 
Nereis Omphale 
Nereus Ops 
adj. 
Nessus opulence n. 
Nestor -cy n. 
Nike -nt. ad,1. 
nimbus n. oracle n. 
Niobe -lar adj. 
-bium n. -la.rity n. 
nisus -larly adv. 
Nox oread n. 
nootiluoa n. Orestes 
nootuid n. • a.dj • orgy n. 
nocturnal adj. orgiastic adj. 
-ly adv. Orion 
nocturne Orpheus 
equinox n. -ean a.dj. 
equinocial adj • -hie adj. 
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------------~t~sn __________________ ~n~·~----~~-~h~i~s~m~------------------------
nymph n. ossa 
-a.l adj. 
-ean adj. 
-alid adj. 
paea.n 
peeon 
Pallas (Athena) 
Palla.dian 
-die 
-dium 
-doua 
Pan 
-dean 
-ic 
-icy 
-ic striken 
Pandean pipes 
Pandarus 
pander 
-$r 
Pandora 
-'s box 
pandora 
pantheon 
Paphian 
Paroae 
Paris 
-ian 
- Green 
Parnassus 
-sian 
Parthenon 
Parthenope 
Parthenos 
Pasiphae 
Patroclus 
Pegasus 
Pelias 
Pelides 
Pelops 
uenates 
Penelope 
pentathlon 
Persephone 
Perseus 
Phaethon 
phaeton 
~--------~_haedra 
Philomela 
philomel 
Phlegethon 
Phoebus Apollo 
•be 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
adj. 
n. 
adj. 
adj. 
n .. , adj. 
a.dj. 
adj. 
n. 
n •. , v. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
n., a,dj. 
n., adj. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
Phrygian 
Pierian adj. 
Pillars od Hercules 
Plelades 
Pleiad 
Pluto 
-nian 
-nio 
Plutus 
-tooraoy 
-tocrat 
-tocr•atic 
-ically 
-ical 
·pollux 
Polynymnia 
Polynuces 
Polyphemus 
Pomona 
pome 
-miculture 
pomiferous 
pommel 
pomology 
-gioal 
-gist 
Poseidon 
Priam 
Priapus 
pr•iapus 
-pean 
ProcnE1l 
Procrustes 
-teem 
Prometheus 
-ean 
Proser•ptne 
Proteus 
-ean 
Psyche 
adj. 
ad.1. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
adv. 
adj. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
n., v. 
n. 
adj. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
e.dj. 
n., a.dj. 
n. 
psyche n. 
- knot n. 
psychiater n. 
-1atry n .. 
-iatric adj. 
-cal adj. 
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-la~ri~.--------n~~-------------~----
-10 n., adj. 
-ioal adj. 
-1cally adv. 
psychoanalysis 
-ytic 
-cal 
-ce.lly 
-yze 
-yst 
-yzer 
psychogenesis 
-genetic 
-genic 
-gnosis 
psychologize 
-gy 
-gio 
-gioal 
-gioe,lly 
-gist 
psychometry 
psychoneurosis 
-otic 
psychopath 
-ic 
-1st 
-ology 
-ologist 
-y 
psychophysics 
-eel 
-cist 
psychosis 
psychotic 
psychotherapeutics 
... tic 
-tist 
ps:{chotherapy 
-pi at 
Pygmalion 
Pygmy or Pigmy 
pygmy 
pigmy 
pygma.ean 
pygmean 
Pyramus and Thisbe 
Pyrrha. 
Pyrrhus 
-hie 
-hie victory 
Pythia 
-1c 
n. 
adj. 
adj. 
adv. 
v. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
adj. 
n. 
v. 
n. 
adj. 
adj. 
adv. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
n. 
adj. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
n. 
a.dj. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
adj. 
n., a.dj. 
n. 
adj. 
Pytb.ias 
-iad 
-ian 
-ian Games 
Python 
python 
-io 
-ess 
Quirinal 
Q 
R 
Hemus 
H.hadamanthus 
-thine 
Hhea 
Rhesus 
H.omulus 
Homan 
-arch 
-calendar 
•candle 
-catholic 
-catholic 
-oism 
-Empire 
-eaque 
-1o 
-ism 
Romani at 
-ize 
-1zation 
-nose 
-numeral 
-punch 
Romans 
Rome 
Romish 
non-Roman 
n. 
adj. 
:n. 
adj. 
n~ 
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n. • adj. 
adj. 
adj. 
Church 
adj. 
adj. 
n •• adj. 
v. 
adj. 
s,--------~------------------
Sagittarius 
segittate 
sagittal 
sagittiform 
Sarpedon 
saturn 
Sa.t.urday 
Sat.urne.lia 
-lian 
Saturn ian 
-ine 
-inely 
satyr 
-ic 
-ical 
-iasia 
Scylla 
Selene 
•ic 
-ic acid 
-ious 
-ium cell 
-grapey 
-grapher 
-hi at 
-hie 
-ology 
-ologist 
Semele 
Sera pis 
Serapic 
sibyl 
-io 
-ine 
-line :3ooks 
silenus 
Silvanus 
silva or sylva 
-n 
adj. 
a.dj. 
adj. 
adj. 
adj. 
adj. 
adv. 
adj. 
adj. 
n. 
adj. 
n. 
adj. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
e.dj. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
n. 
adj. 
adj. 
n. 
adj. 
n., adj. 
n. 
adj. 
adj. 
n. 
n. 
v. 
-ization 
- system 
solstice 
solstitial 
subsolar 
somnambulate 
-lant 
-l"1tion 
-lator 
-lism 
-list 
-listie 
somniferous 
-fie 
somniloquy 
-uist 
somnolence 
-oy 
-nt 
-ntly 
insomnia 
insomnious 
Sphinx 
sphinx 
Stentor 
-ian 
styx 
Stygian 
syrinx 
syringe 
n. 
l:l. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
v. 
n. 
lle 
:n. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
e.dj. 
adv. 
n. 
adj. 
11. 
adj. 
e.dj. 
n. 
n. • v. 
-al 
syringomyelia 
adj. 
n. 
Talos 
Tanttllus 
T 
-late n. 
-lie adj. 
-lite n. 
-lize v. 
-lization n~ 
-izingly adv. 
-lum n. 
I'arpe1a. 
<Jlartarus 
-rean 
Taygeta 
adj. 
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Telemachua 'i'1tan1a 
't'ereus -nic acid n. 
'l'erminua -niferoue adj. 
terminus n. -nism n. 
-nable adj. -nium dioxide n. 
-nability n. -nio oxide n. 
-nableness n. -nosaur n. 
-nably adv. -nosaurus n. 
-al adj. -no us adj., n. 
-nally adv. Tithonus 
-nate v. tridetlt n., adj. 
-nation n. -e,te aclj. 
-national adj. -a 'ted a.dj. 
-native adj. Tr1ptolemus 
-nrtt1vely e.dv. Triton 
-nator n. -esa 
in--nable adj. Trojan v-rar 
in--nably adv. Tydeus 
-no logy n. 'L'ydides 
-no logical a.dj. Typhoeus 
•nolosically adv. 'l'yphoesn adj •. 
ex--nate v. Typhon 
ex--nation n. 
ex--nator n. 
ex--native adj, u 
ex--natory adj. 
ex--ne v. Ulysses 
·rerpnichore urania. 
-an adj., n. -nic adj. 
Tethys -nite group n. 
Thalia -nitic adj. 
"J~he~sites -nium n. 
the:rsitioal adj. -nography n. 
Theseus -phern 
The sean adJ. -phio adj. 
Thetis -phi cal adj. 
'l'hisbe -ph1st n. 
Th.yestes -no logy n. 
-tea.n ad.j. -gieal adJ. 
-tS.an adj. -no us a.dj. 
-tian banquet n. -nyl n. 
thyrams 
'l'ireaias 
Titan v 
-omao.hy-
·t.ita.n n. Venus 
-1e adJ. Venusbers 
-ess n. Venus of Milo 
... ate n. venereal adj. 
-esque adj. venery n. 
Vertumnus 
Vesta 
vesta 
-l 
-1 virgin 
Vulcan 
volcanic 
-ica.lly 
-ic gls,ss 
-ism 
-1st 
-n1ze 
-nize.t1on 
-no 
-no logy 
-nological 
-nologiat 
Vulcan ian 
-ni·te 
-nization 
-nize. 
-n1zable 
-nizer 
n. 
adj. 
adj. 
adv. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
v. 
·n. 
n. 
n. 
adj. 
n. 
adj. 
n. • adj. 
n. 
v. 
-nized Fiber 
adj. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
-no logy 
-nologica.l 
-nologist 
water nymph 
wood nymph 
Zephyrus 
zephyr 
-cloth 
-yarn 
w 
z 
-worsted 
Zeus 
adj. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
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Anatomy 
Achillea tendon 
arachnoid 
aponeurosis 
at.laa 
gigantism 
hermaphroditism 
hermaphrodite 
hippocampus 
iris (of eye) 
1r1s diaphragm 
labyrinth 
lunule 
sagittal 
solar plexus 
ARTS 
aeolian harp n. 
aeolian lyre n. 
grace n. 
grace note n. 
helicon n. 
flute n. 
nimbus 
Panpipe n. 
syrinx n. 
terpsichore n. 
SCIENCES 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
:n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
n. 
Astronomy 
Aloyone 
Aldebaran 
Algol 
Andromedae 
Antares 
e.phelion lh 
apogee n. 
-geal adj. 
-gean 8.dj. 
Areology 
Argo 
aurora. australia n. 
-borealis n. 
callisto 
Canicula 
Canis Major 
Canis Minor 
Cassiopeia. 
... chair 
C9.stor 
Oentaurua 
Cepheus 
Ceres 
Ganymede 
Gemini 
giant star 1:1. 
Great Bear 
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-----------------------------~------------~h~e~11acal adj. 
-oBll! adv. 
heliocentric ad~.-------------------
-eal adj. 
heliometer n. 
-trio adj. 
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-trical e"dj. !Jfay 
-trically adv. mereury n. 
helioaoope n. narcissus n. 
heliotropism n. nectar n. 
Hercules nymphaeaoeous n. 
Hyades romaine n. 
Jupiter syringa n. 
Maia thyrsus n •. 
M:ars thrysoid s.dj. 
martial adj. •al adj. 
l~eroury Venus- fly-trap n. 
Neptune -hair 
Orion '\1-J~.ld hyacinth n. 
:Pegasus wood hyacinth n. 
:Peree1d 
Perseus 
Phosphor Geology 
Pleiades 
Pluto e.ma.zon1te n. 
Pollux cadmium n. 
geophysics n. 
geosyncline n. 
Botany geotectonic adj. 
heliotrope n. 
althaea n. hyacinth n. 
a.maryllis n. Jacinth n. 
-ida.oeoua pal.la.dium n. 
ambrosia n. phosphorus n •. 
-ceo us n. -rite n. 
arachnoid n. plutonic n. 
arethusa n. selenite n. 
artemisia n. selenium n. 
oalliopsis n. tanta:tum n. 
calypso n. titanite n. 
oentaury n. t.itaniurn n. 
daphne n. uranite n. 
flora n. uraninite n. 
flO\ver n. uranium n • 
. -de luce n. 
-head n. 
heliotrope Zoology 
helianthus n. 
Hercules-club n. Amazon ant 
hyacinth n. aphrodite n. 
hydrangea n. arachnid 
inflorescence n. arachnoid n. 
1-v1s argonaut 
June berry Cearop1a mot· 
laurel n. cestode 
lotus n. cestoid n • • e,dj. 
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eucalyptus n. • adj. 
geometr1d n. 
hydra n. 
-nth n. 
-ro1d &.d.j. 
-rosome n. 
-rozoan n., adj. 
Io !"loth 
June beetle 
Luna J·,!oth 
Ma.ia 
medusa n. 
nemertean n. 
-eP.n n. • adj. 
nympha n. 
-lidae n. 
Philomela 
phoebe n. 
pierid1ne n. 
Polyphemus moth 
pygmy n. 
python n. 
rhea n. 
saturniid n. 
se.tyr n. 
siren n. 
-ian F~dj. 
sphinx n. 
triton n. 
-wooCl. nymph n. 
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II. BOOKS 01<, I•'IY'l'US 
The following lists have been verified by checking 
\'i1th ~iebster•s Ne'lfl Internations_l Dictionary of the English 
Language, Second Edition, Unabridged, 1947. If the words 
were omitted in the unabridged dictiona:r•y they were not 
considered as a part of the English language. 
Each book was listed sepe.rately for sake of' r•efer-
enoe. The index of the book gives the page reference for 
tb.e myth from which the word was talten. It l-IaS felt that 
the reader should read, the myth indicated for a fuller un-
derstanding of the less familiar words. For the most part, 
these tiords remain unchanged from their original form in 
the myths from which they come. 
. vlorda Found in 
"The Age of li'able or Beauties of r·1ythology" 
by ~homas Bulfinch 
Revised by Hev. J. Loughran Scott, 1898 
Aces tea 
f'l.chelous 
!\cis 
t1.erisius 
'\drastea 
fl..dreastus 
t\eacus 
Aegina 
Aegipan 
~~<egypt us 
:'\.erope 
~'-~ganippe 
Agathodaemon 
1\gave 
Agenor 
.1\loinous 
t}lcmaeon 
Amphiaraus 
Anadyomene 
l\nteros 
Antilochus 
Aquilo 
l\rges 
Arion 
Aristaeue 
As opus 
ttthanas 
Auge 
J\utonoe 
Belue 
nrontes 
Cabiri 
Caeus 
Calais 
Ca.llirrhoe 
Oam~mae 
Capaneus 
Cephal us 
Deiphobus 
Delphinia 
Demodocus 
Dil .. ae 
Dirce 
Doris 
Dry ope 
Echidna 
Eileltbyia 
Enyo 
Epeus 
Eropeus 
Erechtheua 
Eriphyle 
Euryale 
Eurynome 
Eurystheus 
Evadne 
Favon:lus 
F'eron1a 
Fides 
Glaucus 
Harmonia 
Hel1a.des 
Heliotrop:lum 
Horae 
Himeros 
H:lppomedon 
Iasion 
Icarus 
Ine.chus 
I ole 
Ion 
Ismene 
!sthmina Games 
Ithaca 
Juventus 
Juventa.s 
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----------------~~yx 
Chloris 
Coronia 
Oottus 
Creon 
Lad. on 
Lap1tne~a----------------------------
Larva 
L0nae 
Leucothea 
Lie has 
Linus 
Luoina 
Lye us 
Melampua 
l1elioertes 
Henoeceua 
Mulciber 
Hyrrh 
Nais 
Napaea. 
Palaemon 
Fales 
Pane.thenaea 
Phaon 
Phobos 
Phorcys 
Pi rene 
Pont us 
Pyla.des 
H.hoecus 
Salii 
Salmoneus 
Salus 
Somnus 
sterope 
Stheno 
Hymphal:tan 
Telegonus 
tell us 
Teucer 
Thamyis 
Thanatos 
Thaumas 
Them:ts 
T:tsephone 
Troilus 
Trophonius 
Tyche 
Victory 
zethus 
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Wordr: Found in 
ttThe Classic r,.yths in English Literature ~md in Art•• 
by Charles Mills Ctayley, 1911. 
1\eacidee Ph1loctetes 
Aedon Phyllis 
Aegle Pierides 
A.ather l?olydorus 
A.glauroa Polyxe·na 
Anazarete Psychopompus 
tmtenor 8c haeneue 
Aura Scythia 
Oarmenta Seetoe 
Ceroopes Sirius 
Ooeua Statiue 
Oonsus Stheneboea 
c:r~essida Sthenetua 
Curates Stheno 
Cydippe Taenarua 
Cypris {Venus) Tague 
Cyr~ne Talus 
Dike (Justice) Tarpian Rook 
Dol .. iea ·:relephue 
E:nyalius Tempe 
Erichthonius rremed.os 
Euryclea Tereua 
fi'ont1nalia Terra 
Heoatonchires Thala.ss1os 
Herae Thesmornhoria 
Iacchua 'rhespine {Lion of) 
Iapetus Theatius 
Juturna Thestylia 
Libera 'l.'hyiades 
Libitina Thyrsis 
Lityeraes Tiber 
Milanion T1tyrus 
!Ume.s Toxeus 
r,:runych1a 'J~raohis 
N\yrrha 11r1 togenea 
Oenone ·rrivia 
Pactolus •ryr1an 
Pandemos Tyro 
Paphian Tyrrheus 
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------------------~P~a~.r~t~h~e~n~o~p~a~ _______________ Ventumnus 
Feitho Xutnus~---------------------
Penthesilea Zante 
Fephredo Zetes 
V'{ords I<"'ound in 
11 Class1ce.l Hyths that Live Todayn 
by I"rances E. Sab1.n, 191}0 
Alt,haea 
Anti ope 
r,rca 
3riaraus 
Briaeis 
Creusa 
Cycnus 
ua.rdanus 
Dione 
r.:nceladus 
Ephialtes 
Ttumaeus 
Bury olea 
raustulua 
et-ord1us 
Helanus 
Hasione 
h.esper1di um 
Hippode.m:l.a 
Iiylas 
Idas 
Ilus 
I no 
Laest.rygones 
Laoclanaia 
l.aomed.on 
Latona. 
r.!a.rsyas 
Nyrt.ilus 
Notus 
Oro us 
Oenone 
Orphaurn 
Pa.nthesilea 
Philootetes 
:Pierides 
Pirithous 
l')olydeuces 
Polyxena. 
Protes1la.ua 
Tityus 
·rros 
'l'urnus 
Tyndareus 
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vi erda Found in 
l'.ohil.l.ae 
t;ef~eua 
f\lcides 
Amphitryon 
Aulolyous 
Calais 
Camilla 
Cephal us 
C'b...ronos 
Clymene 
Coron:ls 
De1phobua 
r:rytheia 
Evander 
:E:urystheus 
halcyon days 
Helenin n. 
Hi·qpolyte 
Iolaus 
Juno's tea,rs 
Junonia 
Ke,:p1e 
lar fam111ar1a n. 
Latinus 
l.e.vinia 
Led a 
Llber 
Ma.ia 
Marpessa 
Hed.usa • a head 
l'-1ezenttus 
myrmidon n. 
Nephele 
Neoptolemus 
Oeneus 
Op;y:jia 
Palamedes 
Palonurus 
Peleus 
Penelop1nae 
Peneus 
Phaaac:ta.n 
Philemon 
Phr1.xus 
Sinon 
Symplegades 
Ta.ur1 
Tauria.n G·antes 
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CHt1.PTER III 
\'fORDS OF MYTHOLOGICAL OHICHN 
FO!JND IN CU::tHENJ~ MAG·AZINES 
I. \:iO;tDS ~F'RON CO.NTEXT OF NAGAZUlES 
Methods .Q! selecting mae;azines. Magazines are 
so numerous and so varied in type that the selection of 
two which were representative of the average appeared 
to be a Herculean task. However, many magazines were 
eliminated because they are limited in appeal. The con-
tents were restricted to a special field such as radio, 
science, gardening, or hunting; or they were of interest 
to men or women in particular. The "pulpu magazines 
were not considered since the subject matter and vocabu-
lary are limited. 
~ and the saturdaz Evening ~ were selected 
for the following reasons: (1) they appeal to both men and 
women; (2) the contents are varied and fall into no one 
speaial field; (3) the vocabulary is comparable to that of 
the average student; (4) they are popular magazines with a 
large, nationwide c1rculat1on. 
Har;eer'J! Maga.Zil!,e was thought to be more scholarly 
and the vocabulary t()!Oe mora-erud~~~-~han-~hat-G~--the-----------­
other two magazines. For these reasons, it 1s compared 
with the other magazines in the use of mythological words. 
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statistics show that Time had a smaller percentage of words 
of mythological origin than Harper's 1>1asazine, and Saturday 
Evenins ~ had a smaller percentage than either of the 
other two magazines. 
r-1ethod .Q! tabulating words. In this study the words 
used in the context of the magazines were tabulated in one 
list, and those in the advertisements were tabulated i:n a 
separate list. This separation according to use was nee-
essa.ry for statistical reasons. 
All of the articles, stories, and special sections 
were carefully read in five copies of ~ and in five copies 
or Saturdax Even:tns ~· All of the issues were current 
since they were published between January and August, 1947.3 
For cornparison, only the February, 1948, issue of Harger's 
I1ap;az:tne wan deemed necessary. 
All of the words which were thought to be derived 
from Greek or Roman myths were underlined. After verifica-
tion by reference to the list of words in Chapter II of this 
thesis, each word was tabulated, and the page reference 
noted. However, to avoid numerous footnotes~ the page refer-
emces are given j,n the appendix of this thesis rather than 
in this chapter. 
The following list is a compilation of all of the 
3see a.p~endix for exact dates of magazines used. 
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words derived from Greek or Roman myths as uaed in the 
above magazines. These words were used a total of one 
thousand nine hundred and seventy-nine times. After each 
word the frequency of occurrence is given; e.g. Amazon 8, 
All derivatives are listed under the root words as was done 
in the previous chapter• :F'or ease of reference, this list 
is arra.nged in alphabet:tcal order• 
Words Used in Context in 
Current Magazines 
Aegean a!4 Corybant1c 1 Ajax Cupid 2 
alma mater 3 Cynthia 1 
l\ma.zon 8 Damon 1 
-ian 1 E;cho 1 
Antares 3 eoho 1 
Argonaut 1 -ed l 
Athena 21 Electra 3 
-nian l l'.:lectra complex 1 
Atlas 6 erotica 1 
Atlanta 7 eroticism 1 
Atjlantic 36 Europe 150 
Atlantic Ocean 2 -an 66 
Hid-atlantic 1 Indo 
--
an 1 
T'rans-a t lant 1 c l non 
--
an 1 
Calliope 4 fate 4 
Calypso 1 -tal 7 
capitol 9 -ed 2 
-:tne l faun l 
centaur 1 fauna 1 
cereal 1 flora 2 
chaos 8 F'1orence 3 
-otic 4 -rid 2 
Chimera 1 -r1.da 36 
Chronological 2 -ridiatl l 
chronic 2 -rist 3 
chronometer 2 flower 51 
Clytemnestra. 1 -ed 
Colossus 3 be -- ed l 
Cornucopia l -pot l 
4Name of character in a short story. 
fortune 
-nate 
-nately 
un -- nate 
un -- nately 
fury 
-rio us 
-riously 
in -- riated 
Ganymede 
genius 
Geodetic 8urvey 
geographer• 
-hie 
-hi cal 
-hically 
-hy 
geological 
non--
-gist 
-gy 
giant 
gigantic 
-ally 
Grace 
grace 
-ful 
-fully 
dis -- ed 
die -- ful 
Hector 
Hercules 
-lean 
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3 
9 
13 
9 
5 
17 
7 
2 
1 
26 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
3 
4 
1 
6 
2 
27 
5 
2 
65 
13 
3 
5 
3 
1 
1 
3 
1 
Hermes 
hermetically 
hermaphrodite 
hero 
-ic 
-ios 
un -- ic 
-ina 
ism 
Homer 
Homer 
Hour 
horolog1cal 
-gy 
horoscope 
hyacinth 
hydra 
hygiene 
-nic 
hypnotic 
-tiat 
Iris 
iridescent 
Janitor 
January 
Jovian 
-ia.l 
-ially 
-iality 
June 
J·une 
Jupiter 
laurel 
5rtame of character in a short story. 
6aharacter in short story. 
1charaoter in short story. 
3 
1 
1 
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7 
4 
1 
4 
56. 59 
5 
185 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
2 
1 
5 
1 
2 
l}9 
3 
3 
1 
l 
44 
177 
3 
5 
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-ante 2 
Leander 558 
lethargic 2 
-gy 2 
Luna 4 
-City 149 
-l'erra l 
myth 4 
-ioal 3 
-ological 1 
-o1ogy 1 
Narcissus 1 
-siam 1 
nemesis 2 
Trans -- ar 1 Nike 1 
r<Jars 20 ocean 20 
March 5~10 Marsopo11s 511 Na:t%t ian 5 
Martial 5 
court martial 1 
-ic 1 
-going 2 
-ogeography 1 
Odyssey 1 
Oedipus 1 
M:a.y 60 
-Day 4 
•basket 1 
Olympus 1 
-pio 4 
-pian 2 
X.,i:ed.usa 1 oracle 1 
mentor 1 jviercury 2 
mercury 1 
Midas 1 
orgy 3 
Pan 1 
-ic 15 
•icky 4 
JVtinarva 1 
mortality 1 
-tician 5 
-tuary 1 
post tero 2 
museum 29 
f -icked 1 
' ~io-str1cke:n 1 
pantheon 1 
Paris 77 
-ian 3 
-ienne 1 
music 59 
--al 34 
-ian 28 
Persephone 1 
Parthenon 1 
phaeton 1 
-1ansh1p 4 
-lover l 
Prometheus 1 
protean l 
-hall 1 psyche-interpreter l 
psychiatrist 19 
-trio 1 
8aharacter in short story. 
9l,1odern adaptation in shor•t story. 
lOl\liodern adaptation in short story. 
11 Modern adaptation in short story. 
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-ry 3 Sylvia 5 
-ric 2 tantalizer 1 
poyoho 2 -zingly 1 
-analysis 1 tantalum 1 
-analysts 3 terminal 2§12 
-analyzed 1 Space 
-logical 11 -nate 2 
-logist 3 -nated 3 
-logy 9 ex 
--
ate 1 
-neurosis 1 ex -- at ion 3 
-path1o 1 in 
-- nable 6 
-sis 1 de 
--
ned l~ 
-tic '1 -nating 1 
Pythiaa 1 -nation 3 
python 1 l'itan 3 
Homan 8 -tic 3 
-catholic 18 Ulysses 2 
Home 29 uranium 5 
Prix de - 3 Venus 213 SatUl:"!l 1 Venus berg 
ine 1 volcano 11 
erday 41 -nio 3 
siren 3' 
Sol l 
-ar 9 
stento:r•ian 2 
St,ygian 1 
12Looation in short story. 
l~tocat~~n-tn-sh~rt~~boryr---------------------------------------
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II. \'fORDS li'RON ADVERTISEM:E.'NTS IN :MAGAZINES 
~ of' '\110rds .!.!! advertisements. The words derived from 
the Greek and Roman myths were skillfully employed by 
modern advertisers who either describe or name their prod-
uets in apt and aignifj.oant words. Ao G-race P. Smith 
states in her article, "Gods on l·!ain Street .. , 14 
For proof that immortals of ancient 
Greece and Rome play important roles 
in the world of twentieth century 
business, we have only to note adver-
tising and business displays as we 
pass up and down Main street. Truly 
the advertising man lrnows hie myth-
ology, and we must admire the skill 
with which he adapts it to his immed-
iate purpose - an appeal to buyers 
that will promote sales ••••• '~,;lith keen 
vision,. the advertising man has made 
mythology one of the effective tools 
of his trade. 
'l~oday, seventeen years later, these "tools" are 
being utilized by master-craftsmen. Argus, the hundred-
eyed servant of Juno, lends his all seeing powers to 
"America's First T\iin Lens Camera" , 15 the ArE~o-flex made 
by the Argus Company. The sandals of fleet-footed Mercury 
are featured in the Goodyear tire advertisement,l6 and 
14The Class1eal Journal, June, 1932, p. 706. 
15The paturda~ F~eni~ ~' April 26, 1947, p. 67. 
Pegasus appears to enable the oar to '1 take the hills in 
atr1deH if it uses r·1obilgas as advertised.l7 
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In the magazines used in this study words derived 
from the myths were used three hundred times in one hundred 
and sixty-nine advertisements. Many advertisers use repe-
tltion of the name as a. device for impressing the name of 
the product on the mind of the reader. ror example, Argo-
flex was repeated ten ·times in one advertisement. 
To differentiate between words used as names of prod-
ucts and those used to describe products, the words have 
been listed as follows: 
(1) Arso-~ (2) 1\rgus 
(3) 22 
(4) p 
(5) 3 
name of product 
- describes product 
- number of times word was used 
- picture of mythological 
character 
- number of advertisements in 
which that word appeared. 
The total listing of a word might be thus: 
Atlas lp 5 1 
~ehe word Atlas is used as the nam~ of a pr~duot, 
is pictured once, used five times in one advertisement. 
17 
The se.t,urday Evening Post, July 12, 1947, p. 67. 
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'\;lords used in Advertisements of 
Current Magazines 
·word Frequency of Number of Occu:r•ence f'~dvert1saments 
AJax 4 1 
Amalthea lp 1 1 
r.,egee,n 1 1 
Amazon l 1 
arachnid lp 1 1 
Arso-flex 22 2 
t>..rgus 13 3 
Atlanta 2 2 
Atl~ntic 16 5 
Atlas lp 6 2 
augur 1 1 
capitol 1 1 
ceree,1 4 2 
cupid lp 1 1 
Europe 2 2 
European 2 2 
flower 6 6 
F'1or1da. 3 2 
fortunately 1 1 
unfortunate 1 1 
genius 1 1 
giant 6 2 
hero 1 l 
heroine 1 1 
hour 25 23 
hyeeinth 2 1 
hygiene 3 2 
hygienic 1 l 
January 9 9 
'June 22 20 
Laurel 1 1 
March 10 9 
rllay 3 3 
~ltr.:I. 4p 15 2 
music 39 14 
musical 10 5 
musician 2 1 
mythology 3 1 
~~usa:enon~--u 9 
l_ 
Neptune lp 1 
ocean 8 7 
paean 1 1 
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"';lord Frequency of' Number of 
Occurrence Advertisements 
Paris 7 2 
Pegasus 5p 3 
Rome 3 3 
Roman 1 1 
Saturday 16 1 
tantalizing 1 1 
terminal 1 1 
trans-ocean 2 l 
trans-A.tlantio 2 1 
unfortunately l 1 
Venus lp 5 2 
zeph.rus lp 1 
CHA?1l'ER IV 
PERCKN'l'AGE OF' \IOftDS DEIUVED FROJ.i J,f.iTHH AS OO!;iPARED 
VHTH OTHER I..Il\1•: 110RDS 
The foregoing lists of words derived from myths 
might be of interest in themselves to philologists and 
etymologists. Interest might be aroused by the number 
of derivatives listed under such words as Psyche o.t• Jove. 
Horeover, in this study the lists are evidenoe of 
the fact that .. mythology has contributed to our modern 
English language as used in current me.gazines. rrhe sig-
nificance of the contribution can be established statis-
tically if a comparison is made between the total words 
derived t'rom myths ttnd the total words used. Ho\llever, all 
of the wox-ds used are not of equal signtficanoe, o.nd for 
purposos of this study some may be eliminated. 
I. ·rHE DICTIONARY 
The total number of words in the dictionary was 
compared '\'J,.th the number of words derived from C:'rreek and 
Roman myths. No attempt was made to eliminate words which 
were not of the same grammatical categories as the words 
from the myths as was done in other comparisons. 
A sample count of words on a page revealed that an 
average of 55 words were listed on each page. '!?he dic-
tionary used in this study had 1,174 pages, or a:n estimated 
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64,570 1.-Jords. The 'l:tords derived from the myths totaled 
1,516 \•lOrds. A comparison of these two totals revealed 
thet 2 .. 35~~ of all of the words in the dictionary are derived 
from r.Jyths. 
II. THE MAGAZINT<.:S 
The February 24, 1947, issue of Time and the June 
7, 191.~7, issue of Stat~r-de.y Evening Post were selected for 
the statistical study because they contained the average 
number of words derived from the Greek and Rompn myths. 
Therefore, it was assumed that they would also contain the 
average number of words of like use. 
The computation of the number of t~1ords in the maga-
zines presented quite a difficult problem. 'l!he columns were 
not identical in length, and in the Saturday E)!enins ~ 
they were different in width also. Hence, each type of 
column had to be computed separately. 
In counting the number of words in a column, only 
nouns. verbs, adjectives, and adverbs were included since 
the words derived from the myths fall into these four 
grammatical categories. 
1the print was measured in linear inches as is done 
in newspaper offices. All pictures, large type headings, 
and e~1ver~t-sement.s-were-em!:-tt.e4-1n-this_me_£ts_urement. 
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~. l'he ~ magazine had 824 inches of print. 
Several columns wex•e counted at random, ~md an average 
column selected from the group. This averege column \'la.s 
9i inches long and contained 209 words used as the myth-
ologicitl words were used. In one inch,. there were 22 words 
or an estiroEtted total of 18,128 words in the ma.ge.zine. 
There were 162 words derived from the myths; t,herefore, 
.897~ of the words of like use 'Vtere of mytholot:;1cal origin. 
Satuz,:dal EVenins Post. In the .§!!.urda.Y. r:Ven1n5 ~ 
the pegea are printed in either three or four columns. 
There was a total of 436 inches of three-column print with 
an averp,~:_r;e of 353 \>:~ords per 12-inoh column. In one inch, 
ther'efor-e, there "Jere 29.4 words, for an estimated total of 
12,728 \'lOrds • 
The four-column print was 1455 inches in length with 
279 words per 12-inch column. One inch contained 23.3 words 
for an estimated total of 33,902 words. 
In the entire magazine, there was an estimeted total 
of 46,630 words a.s compared with 235 of mythological origin. 
1\he latter composed .so% of the total words of like use. 
Harper•s. For comparison, cne copy of Harper's 
Haf;a~1n!i: was used. It contained 1,377 inches of print. with 
181 \Wrds-in c:,n 8-;5----I-noh----co-lumn-.-T-here-we-Pe-21-·~-WcOI"_da_per~--­
inch or a.n estimated total of 29,330 '"lords. Of these, there 
were 305 words derived from myths, or 1.06% of the total. 
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The following chart gives the relative pe!'centa.ges 
of words used in these sources. 
Source of Total Number Number of % of Words 
•rJords of ''rrords \'lords from from }.iyths 
11yths 
Dictionary 64,570 1,516 2.35% 
Harper's 29,330 305 1.06% 
Time 18,128 162 .89% 
Saturday 
Ji~-vEming Post 46,630 235 .so% 
vmiCB 1~1Y'fHS SHOULD BE 'rl\UGHT IN VI:&.'VJ 01<' CURRENT 
USAGE IN MAG·AZ.INES? 
'J.'he ruyt.hs suggested in this chapter e,re the sources 
of the words used in cUt--rent magazines" These myt .. ha may 
be found in the books of mythol:Jgyl8 l.Yh1ah w~re used in 
the study. A few myths \'Jere included which arc necessary 
for a complete knowled~:;e of a group of gods, although that 
particular god may not have been referred to in the maga-
zines used in this study. Also, freqUel'lt references in 
literat.ure, music and the like have influenced their selec-
tion. Words from these myths have been indicated by an 
tM3teriak. 
On the whole, these m,yths are of Greek origin, but 
they were later adopted by the Romans and given Latin names. 
A few gods were known only among the Greeks; a few were 
lmown only among the Romans. 
The details of the creation of the world differ with 
the rmrra.tor. Ho1-1ever, it is agreed. that there were two 
rule:r·a, Uranus and Ga.ea, vlho arose from Chaos, the confusion 
which fil .. st exiatea-.-!fhelr-chi-ldret1-v1ere-t-he-tw$~Ve-bea.ut1-------- ____ _ 
18aee Bibliography. 
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ful t'itans and the mo:nt:lters knovm as the Giants and Cyclopes. 
Of the ~r:itans, the most famous i<'Iere Oceanus, the 
river "fJhich encircled the ea:r•th; Cronus, oa.lled Saturn by 
the Roma.ns, who ruled over the 'fitans; Prometheus, who saved 
mankind witi'l his gift of fire; and Hhes., the mother of the 
gods. 
Both Uranus and cronus \'lere unnatural fathers in that 
they were cruel to their o·1rm ohildr~m. Uranus banished his 
children to the lovmr regions, ce.lled I'arta.rus; Cronue 
swallowed five of his children and would have swallowed 
Jupiter had not H.hea. put a stona in the infant's place. 
Jupiter later saved his five brothers and. sisters,. who with 
him beoe,me the Olympian Council of goc1.s and ·the parents of 
the other go,ls who ruled tho Greeks and Romans. 
II. THE TllELVE OLYlvt.J}lANS 
The home of the gods was Mt. Olympus in Theasaly, 
where in great splendor they lived on nectar and ambrosia. 
At the entrance were the gates of clouds guarded by the 
Hours or Seasons. No study of mythology is complete which 
does not include a story or two about these famous Olympians. 
'£his divine family was made up of the following: 
1. Zeus (Jupiter or Jove) - the king 
of all the gods and-tn:e-ru-1-er-or----------------------------
mankind. 
2. Poseidon (Neptune) - his brother 
and god of the sea, horses, and 
earthqus.kes. 
3• Pluto (Hades or Die) - also his 
brother and god of the underworld, 
minerals, and wealth. 
4. Hestia (Vesta) - their sister and 
goddess of the hearth and home. 
5. Hera (Juno} - wife of Zeus and 
Queen of the gods and patroness 
of married women. 
6. Ares (Mars) - god of war. 
7. Pallas Athena (Minerva) - goddess 
of wisdom, war, and weaving. 
8. Phoebus Apollo - god of the sun, 
music, poetry, and medicine. 
9. Aphrodite (Venue) - goddess of love 
and beauty. 
10. Hermes (Mercury) - messenger of the 
gods, god of commerce and theft. 
11. Artemis (Diana or Cynthia) - goddess 
of the moon and hunting, and patroness 
of ma.idens. 
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12. Hephaestus (Vulcan or-l•lu-J:-o-ther-}--god----
of fire and workers of metal or the 
forge. 
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II!. LESSER GODS OF~ OLYMPUS 
In addition to the Olympians, there were other 
gods who dwelt in the heavens. They were not quite so 
important; however, their influence is felt in the myths 
which survive. These lesser gods are listed below: 
l. r~ros (Cupid) - god of love. 
2. !ria-goddess of the rainbow and 
messenger of the BOds. 
3. nuses - nine in number. 
4. Three Graces. 
.. 5. Them is{<- Right or Divine Justice. 
6. Dike"~- Human Justice. 
1. Pleiades - seven daughters of Atlas. 
Maia, the eldest. 
8. Paroae who ruled both gods and men. 
9. Hebe"~r- goddess of youth and cup-
bearer of the gods. Later replaced 
by Ganymede. 
10. Nemesis - Righteous anger. 
11. Nikei~ (Victoria) goddess of victory. 
12. Luna - the moon goddess of the Romans. 
1:3. Sol - the sun god of the Romans. 
14. Bacchus or Dionysus (Liber) - god of 
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The myths concerning the gods of nature should 
include a story abouta (1) F'aunua {Pan) - the god of 
nature and his contest with Apollo in which Midas was 
the judge; (2) Demeter (Ceres) - the goddess of agricul-
ture and her cornucopia; (3) Eos (Aurora) - goddess of 
the dawn; (4) the four winds; (5) Silenus, the chief of 
the Satyrs. 
One might also include stories about the Sirens, 
Triton, Proteus, Nereus, and Cybele and Corybant. 
V • 'I.'HE GODS OF THE UNDER~WRLD 
In the stories about the underworld, the student 
is introduced to Eumenides (Furies); Thanatos (Mora) or 
neath; Hypnos (Somnus) god of sleep; Persephone (Proser-
pine.), daughter of Ceres; Morpheus, god of dreams; and 
Tantalus. He would also learn the significance of the 
rivers Styx, Lethe, Acheron, and Cocytus. He would meet 
Cerberus! the three-headed dog who guards the gates of 
Hades. All is not evil in Hades for there too lie the 
Elysian Fields~ a place of blessedness. 
VI. OTHEH HOMAN GODS 
The Romans had several gods wh1oh were unknown among 
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the Greeks. Our language contains a number of references 
and words derived from these gods. Since derivatives 
were used frequently, it would be well to acquaint the 
students with the following: (l) Flora, goddess of flow-
ers; (2) Janus, the two-headed god who presided over the 
beginning of everything; (3) Ope*, goddess of plenty; 
(4) the Centaurs, half man and half horse; (5) Fortuna, 
guide of the affairs of the world; (6) Terminus, who pre-
sided over boundaries; (7) Silvanus, god of the fields 
and forests; (8) Faunua, protector of agriculture, god of 
shepherds and giver of oracles; (9) Chronos, god of time; 
and, (10) Hygeia, goddess of health. 
The Romans also had domestic gods. The Lares* pre-
sided over the house, the fields and the roads. The 
Penates* were gods of the \~hole house but especially of 
the storeroom. All homes had altars to these gods. 
VII. GREAT HEROES AND OTHERS 
Many heroes were tested by their gods who gave them 
certain difficult tasks to accomplish. Hercules had to 
overcome the Hydra.; Jason went in quest of the Golden Fleece 
and was helped by Argus and others; Perseus returned with 
the head of Medusa. Theseus had many adventures. but the 
most exc1~1-rrg-onl1Was-h1-s-enootmteP-W-1-th.-the-Mino_taul'_. ______________ _ 
Other adventures include those of the following: 
(1) Bellerophon and the Chimera; (2) Agamemnon and 
Clytemnestra; and, (3) Prometheus. and Pandora. 
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Three famous love stories are those of Cupid and 
Psyche, Hero and Leander, e.nd Echo and Narcissus. F'rom 
the stories of Apollo only three contributed words found 
in magazines. These three were Apollo and Hyacinthus; 
Apollo and Daphne, who turned into a laurel tree; and his 
4laying the Python. 
Selections from Homer's Odxssez. should include the 
story of Ulysses and Oa.lypse, and Ulysses and the Mentor. 
The Trojan vJars should be read in part alsot for they have 
contributed many words to the language. 
The students might also be interested in the story 
of £Unerva. and Arachne, Oedipus, and Romulus and Remus. 
In many stories the men consult the oracles to learn the 
wishes of the gods, and they worship the genius loci. 
The Delphi was the location of one of the most famous 
oracles, for hare 'W9re +.he temple and oracle of Apollo. 
The above suggestions constitute the minimum re-
quirements for a unit on mythology. The course of study 
should all0'1r1 at least six weeks for this unit, for the 
wealth of material could hardly be covered in less time. 
An enriched course would be preferable, and other myths 
selected if time and interest permit. rn most caaes-no---------
speoif1c title of a myth was given for texts vary so in 
\ ~ 
wording 1n deta ils in the myths. It i.s eugge.sted that 
tb.e reader consult the index of his text f-or the stories 
of the gods suggested in this seat!on. 
CHAFTER VI 
AIDS IN TEACHING 1-r.lTHOLOG! 
The stimulation of inte~est in e. new unit may be 
a real problem. Befe>re . s-tarting the unit on mythology ,. 
the teacher might arouse interest by means of pictures 
on the bullet 1n board. The author used the " iobilga s11 
advertisement .. , Which features Pegasus • the ! ereury oar 
advertisement .• and a few pictures of statues of the gods 
of Greece and ·Rome. 
Many of' the students had read about t.he myths in 
the fifth grade. They identified the gods f ol' the class. 
TtTe discussed. them briefly, and then the question aroae as 
to the . beliefs of t he f!reek.a concerning the origin of the 
"Jorld . A stu(lent volunteered to bring t.he information to 
class the next day.,. 
A story or poem about the gods could be used in-
stead of the pictures . 'J:he modern myths of Faul Bunyan 
or Peeos B111 mi ght also stlmul-ate interest in the ano_1etlt 
myths. !!' the Olympic- Games are being held soon _. they 
001.1ld. be utilized tnatead of t.he above ,. 
The history tea cher eooperatad \'l ith the English 
teacher in th1s tmit . The students were studying ancient 
~---~ Greek civfri-z-at--!on--.1 . history at the time the myths were 
introduced in the English class. Our wortrwas-o-~I!l!e~ 
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as mueh as possible . Speeches, projecta, and written work 
\'Jere either about. the myths or about th& ancient Greek cus-
toms, their dress; or their religion. · 
The a.1d of the sc1enoe and other teachers should be 
sought in pointing out, terms used in other fields of study 
which are derived from the myths. · Music and art are. rich 
with references to mythological subje.cts. 
As the study of the myt:hs progressed., the students 
compiled a notebook containing references to the gods or 
their symbols which they found in print. These refer,ences 
included advertisement.s,. 'trade names, ert.ories,. a.r"ticles .•. 
and titles found in boolrs , mag.a~ines ,  and newspapers. Wh~n 
possible the picture or article trza.s put in the notebook, and 
the god was identified. If the aouro~ were a book , the r.e-
ferene.e was quoted, or the picture was dra"m by the student . 
The bulletin boat-d committees vied with each other 
in displaying references they had found that weelc. Many of 
them brought vaa.es, pi.otur-es.1 medals and other~ articles 
decorated with soanea or symbols from the myths . 
An effort \'las made to find aevel"al versions of the 
same myth. •rhus , the . etudent.s realized that stories handed 
do't'ln by \'lord of mouth differ u .ith the narrator .. Attention 
was drawn to Homer~ Ovid,f. Hes1od , and Vi:rg1l who v1re)te down 
the myths for their generations,. 
IJ:'he student.s wrote a. myth . E;>i ther about the adventures 
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of tb.e gods we had studied ~ or: about t he adventure s of 
. their origina l characters. The stories. were delightfully 
ori~inal and ehov1ed a real f eeling for the myth . One boy 
t.zrote of the great b attle between Soap and i.1a ter and Dirt. 
The battle field wae the neek and ·eara of a boy . Soap and 
Wa ter won , but not for long for they soon found Dirt on 
anoth~r boy. Their battle goes on witho~t ceasing. 
A girl wrote of' the origin of the -Rose, a mortal 
lover of Apollo who still w.~epe .tor him. In the early morn-
ing , one can still see the tears on her cheeks to this day . 
A f .et.-J other topiQa were modern trips, a1m11a.r .to the Ody;ssey, 
trials to prove O!le •s 'l'Jorth1nese or skill,. origin of. the 
Atom Bomb, and the origin o.f various metals such as ura,p1um. 
The t -ext books ~sed in this studyl9 have excellent 
•t\iord Study" sect:..1one at the end. of ~aoh enapter . They al-
so list references found in lit.erat,ure and are so r1ch in 
material that there 1s little need to supplement thenL. ltle 
often read a -r o~m in its e-ntirety. 
\ 
The Olyi.np1o G~mes furnished material for another 
group of projects . They were as follows; 
l . Tx-a.ee the history of the Olymp1o· Games from the 
time of the early Greeks until tb.e present .. 
2. Write a new_s report of, the gam$s in either the 
___ tJ.-roe-G:f~t-ae-earl-y-Etree-ke-or-the~t~J:me . 
19see Bibliography . 
3• Compare the types of contests held i n the 
original games and those held in the l ast games . 
4 . Prepare a r adio broadcas t of the games·. 
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5. Collect stamps from various countries which are 
honoring the games in a special issue . 
6 . Collect and display on the bulletin board all of 
t he pictures ava1lablt9 to you of both the a 11oiE'mt and pre-
sen · o~ympie games. 
7 . Give a report to the ola ·&ls of the opening day 
of the present games . Which events have survived the test 
o:t year s? What i s the meaning of vari ous customs s t ill 
observed? Th~ opaque p~oject-or could be used t or illus-
trations for t his repo:r-t. 
The class also listened ·to the 11 Tale s. of the Olympian 
Godsn as narrated by Ronald. Colman .20 The myths are based 
on Bulfineh ·'a ·;rne Age .!f. Fa.l;>le, and 1are recorded on three 
disos . The s ·tories included the follo-wing :- (1 ) ';g he Storz 
or ,Ap(;)llq ~p_a Daphl'l~t (2 ) Apoll9, and !'ha~to~ , Apollo an.d 
Clzt i~ ; and ,. ( 3) The Stor~ .2f Dlan~ and Eeho . 
The music teacher leotured on the mueieal instruments 
\>~hi on had the ir origin in the myths . She brought aever-e.l 
reed instruments ., the lyre 1 and other primit1.ve s t :r>ing in-
struments to illustrate her lecture . Simple tunes we:re 
20Tale$ Qt. the Olympi an ~, Narrated by Ronald 
Colman , Published by De·eoa Records , I nc. . • 1946. 
f 
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played. for the class, and they 'fllere encourae;ed to try to 
make a simple reed instrument as a project . She told them 
of the uses· of music among the ancient people and played a 
fe\'J typ1Qal melodies. The d:t•ama and dance were discussed 
briefly . 
'\rTe discussed the stories and then listened for them 
1n the following musical selections; (1) After.noon .Q! ! 
Faun by Debuesey .; {2) I Have Lost Ml Euryd1Qe from Gluck ' a 
opera "Orpheus"; (3} eel.ect1ons from Gluck 1 a opera '' Aloeste'' ; 
( 4) seleot1ons from Handel ' s "Semele••; and, ( 5) Saint Sa ens ' 
'~he Youth of Hercules . " Other musical selections influ-
enced by the myths are listed , but they were not available 
in our record library : 
1 . 
2 . 
3 · 
4 . 
s. 
6 . 
7. 
8 . 
9 . 
Cesar Franck -~ sui te . 
Frederick d.onverae - Endymion . 
Beethoven .... Creatures 2f ~:rometheus. 
Scr1abin - Promet.heus , ..@: I>oem .2! Fire . 
Saint Baens - Ompal~ ' s Spinning 'Vlhoe l . 
ltlagner - Bacchana.le from 11 Tannhauser" • 
Richard Strauaa - At;iadne at1f' Naxos (opera ). 
Saint Saens - fhaeton . 
Gluck - Par1de !£Elena (opera). 
10 . Gluek - ~ph1e;en1~ ~ Aul ide (opera ). 
--------:l-1----.----<.tlmrk---;;;-Ipn~ie ~ Taut" ide (opera ) • 
12 . Ri chard Straus e - Elektra . 
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13'. Henry Purcell - Dido and Aenea-s. 
In addition to our class discussions and the above 
group activities·, the students also completed individual 
projeete. Their interests were so varied that a \vide 
variety of topics was suggested to them . Not all of the 
following projeats were selected by a student·, but they 
may ser-ve as a guide to the reader. 
. · .... 
!n all casee ·the story or identity of the gods was 
included to e·xplain the use of the picture, word,_ or select-
ion. Thus, the student did not simply compile a group of 
designs w1 thout explaining their symbolism . The projec.ts 
which were suggested to the class were as follow;a .: 
1 . Write a play or dialogue using charaotel;'"s 
or events from one of the myths in this 
chapter . 
2·. Write a pl:ay or dtalogue using or1g:inal events 
or characters . - Keep the feeling of the myths. 
3. If you wish,. cooperate with someone on 1 or 2 
and present the play to the class. You may 
use puppets for your characters if you wish . 
4 . vTr1 te a poem using the myths as the source of 
your names or events. 
5•· Compile a list .of the names of c1t1·ea and towns 
~CalTfornt~d(ur-ano-t-her~s-t-a-trer-eLP-eeuntP.y:--------:------­
the origin of 'WhiCh is in mythology . 
6. Draw a. map of the heavens. sho\tlin~ the 
names and locations of the stars,. plane-ts , 
et cete:rat whose names are derived fr.Gm 
myths. . If tnere is ~ story about how that 
eta~ was placed in the heavenf!, please tell 
the sto~y. 
7. Make a chart sho\"ling the .• senealogy of the 
gods. Se.l,e()t the most important ones for 
yo·u.r pro j-ec"t • 
8. Draw an illustration of the underworld. 
Mt. Olympus ., or the early Greek lJOrld, 
9. Draw a picture of Pandora Bind the. modern 
evils wh1eh might be in her box. Tell the 
sto~y of your pioture. 
10 • . Make a n<?teboo1t of orle of the gods of the 
~ Olympia Counoil and include all Qf the pio-
11. 
turee y~u ; ean find ·Of the god and his aym-
bols,. Tell Y,OUI" favor.1te $tories about 
that god . 
Read Lamb •s Tales from 
-
Sha.kesp~~· Chose 
one or two of the stories which you think 
Shalg:espeare might hav, borrowed from the 
mythe. Give both versions of th-e- story and 
-------,.......,po~nt---eu-tr.-t-hec-~1-t.~e-l'!encle.s~nd..__s_irni~l=a,_r ...... 1..><.t ....,.1e~a=•-------------
12. If you are interested 1n one branch <;>f 
I 
science , list and explain the origin. of 
the words used in that science which 
has originated in the myths .. 
13 . Sele"Ct from one to five musical selections 
l'Thioh either use a mytholog:Laal name in 
the t .it.le or tell a s-tory from mythology . 
Tell the story i;rom the myth wh1eh explains 
the ·a.bove . 
14. L1-st the names of c,;lubs and organizations 
which us.e words from myths . Explain why 
each a name is fitting . 
15. Colle.e-t. designs 1n any of the following and 
identify the symbol or god. used; materials , 
boo·k jacket a., book plat.-ea • ~edals, s eala, 
et c~te:t:-a . 
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16 . Draw designs from money • both fo:r•e i gn and 
domest1e., which utilized mythological f i gures 
or symbols . 
17 •. Read ei 'bher a modern pl ay or an ~arly Greek 
play Which 1.s. based on the r.aytb.s . Repc:rt on 
it either orally or in writing~ 
18 . Go to the local museum and note all of the 
picttlves~ dealgns ,; er statues \'Ihich are on 
-!splay wh-t-cl:r-s-now~a1r--!-nf-11WrlGe-O.r..___the_my:~t=h=a~·-----------= 
19. · Note the d:esigns used on our schools , banks, 
and publio buildings. Sketch the designs 
from mythology • . 
20. Tell the story explaining the designs 
round 1n 19. 
21 . Mount fltamps showing designs from myths • 
. Identify . 
Most textbooks of mythology contain suggested pro-
jects. The teacher will find them helpful in stimulating 
!nterest in mythology . The above suggested projects are 
meant to unite more closely the pa.at and the present; to 
stimulate an awareness of mythological tei'It'IS and symbQls 
as used today; to suggest othe.r aotfvities of interest to 
students of mythology . This list is not intended to be all 
' inclusive for a thesis could be written about the technique 
of teaching myths . 
Aot.1vit1es may be used to arouse enthusiasm f or the 
unit ., o!• they may be use'd by some teachers as "busy work., 
,. 
and lose their real importance as a teaching technique. 
Success , of oo.urse; depends on teacher enthusiasm and on 
his skill in arousing interest in his students. 
CHAFTER VII 
SUMMARY AND .. CONCLUSIONS 
The preceding eha.pters have offered a solution to 
the problem as stated in the first chapter. To reiterate 
., ,, 
the problem, WMt has Greek and Roman mythology contributed 
to modern English language? 
"Iebster ' a C~l.legia.t .. e :Qig.t .ig.n~rz list~d 1,,516 \'lOrds 
,. 
-wh1oh were derived from the myths. These \!Jords include 
proper nouns used as na.mea. of the deities as \'tell as de-
rivatives of these tlQuns. The part of speech was_ given in 
the word 11at, Wh1Qh ino+uded the names of all of the major 
gods of the Greelts and Romans as well as many of the lesser 
gods. this list wa.a augmented with \'JO.rds found 1n Sabin • e 
O.las~ieal ~y1:.:hs Tba.t k!:ye; Tod~l-i Gayley ' s Classic M.yth:s 1n 
~:n511~q. L1te~~ture .1 Bul:f'inch' s ASe .21: J?m.ble ~Beauties of 
MttP,o,lofS;y , and Herzb.erg 1 $ ~the. ~US :Che1:r Maan~nss .. 
In orde-r tQ determine whi-ch 'Words were used in 
current Engl1sh language,, fi_ve o-opiea of §.a;turda,I Ev~ni:ns 
Fo~t, f1 ve of 'r_1me ~ and one copy of f!a.rp!r ' a Magaztn~ t-Iere 
carefully read. Each word of mythological origin was listed 
as used 1n either context o.r advertisements. The words used 
1n. advertisement.s were classi.f1ed according to use of "Jord; 
(l) name of product; (2) desc;J:>ibing a product; .(:.;) picture 
of deity uaed as symbol of produo:t~ A total ·of 702 words 
were used in the three magazines of different types •. 
The total number of words in the entire mage.zine 
was estimated, and the percentage of words of mythological 
origin was determ~ned. Xt ~as found, th~t- H£lr:eer ' E! .Masazine 
had 1.06%, Time had .8~ ,. and S~turday Even ins Pofl'l! hB:d .so% 
of the total w.ords derived from myths. These percen~(f.ges 
may appear so small as to be unimportant. Hol<~ever , the 
etymological study made .by Ed~in . Lindeay listed only . 12%, 
' 
of . the words o+ . Thorndike's 1'en Thousand Words Mc:>st Il'req:gen-
~ly Ueed as mythological in origin. N'o othe:v etymological · 
atttdy was available for comparison .• This unexplor~d field 
of study might be of interest to other future eandidates 
for a l"1astert s Degree . The author is oonvinoed that the 
percentages are aignif1oant, but one s-tudy is scarcely a 
suff1o1ent basis f ·Q.r o~mparison. 
The perqentage of . word.s used 1s of less impor~anee 
th.an the aignifica:nce Of those WGrds . ~hese wo·rds are Vet:'y 
des~riptive, and e. eomp~et.e un¢t~rstand1ng of the material 
read is 1mposslble w1 thout a knov-tledge of the mythol(>g~cal 
origin of the worde. How else could one understand the 
full 1mpl1oa.t1on or Stygian darknes.s, f[erculean ta.slr, or 
'tHe is an Apollo?" 
Sinoe it is g~nera.lly . 1mposs1~le to study all of the 
myths ., the "'ords us~d 1n the . mag~zines aided the autp.or in 
dete~mining Wliloh mytJ1'lrS1';rO-uJ;d-b-e~aug-h-tn---StoP-1e.s-O-f-the------=------­
gods of the Olympic Council were included for complete under-
standing of the god s of the Greeks !\nd nomans . Also 
sugges t ed wer~ the myths concerning the orig in of the 
\.ZDrld and of the underworld. Some o:f· the more important 
gods of the sea and sky '\1/ere suggested a s well as some of 
the \'>~ell known l esser gods . Tea chers (!)f Engl1.sll or .myth-
ology are r eferred to Chapter V for the complete ltat of 
myths suggested . 1*ho list may be of ass~.st,a.nce in plan-
ning a unit on 11tythology ., for the myths not rnent.ioned in 
the chapter were not rof.er·rad t o in any of the magazines 
a.nd can be o.mitt.ed when time is liwited . Perhaps the his-
tory. OP s.oeiO:l science teaoher may find the lj.st helpful 
also 1n suggesting myths to be ·~a-ad by students of ea~ly 
Gr.eelt and Ro.man c1v111za.tion and culture. The 11.st ·also 
includes myths of interest to sci entists who study the 
stars, flowers , or minerals fox• many \'lords 1n these fields 
are of mytholog1ca.l orig in . 
Further aids to the teacher of mythology are qff er-
ed in Chapter V; which suggests teohnj_ques of te&chlng 
myt hs. va.rioue methods of intrQduction of the unit are 
suggested as well a s various group and ind1vic1ua l projenta . 
The writer \'las partioula.rly pleased with t he result s ob-. 
talned 1n t .h e u;nits in \>Jr1t1ng or1g11lal myths and those 
act! v:1.t.1es oente1•ed t},:l:'ound th0 OlyiJlpic Garu$s . .An aware-
ne-s-s-~tcrd;B-ot'-Ltly~t:.ho~eg-l-aoa-1,..-.ol'!i~'!,n-W-aS-SJ:Jl.m.ulat_e.d.__lcy~lle _____ __:._ ___ _ 
units dealing vfith the use of myths in advertisements , book 
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j ackets, et cetera. However 1 the suggested activities are 
in no sense all Hwlusll.ve, for a thesis could "tYelJ. be 
written on aids and. techniques 1:n teaching myths-
The writer is convinced by this study that mythology 
should be taught in high ~O>hool English classes. 11he stu-
dent cannot, be oons1d,eJ;"ed educated 1n the · f\tl,lest sense or· 
the word if he is ignorant of this great segment .of our 
culture. We owe much i/o the Oltlture of. the early Greeks 
nd Romans·, . and their 1n.fluen~e on ou,r lar1e;.u ge is felt in 
i'fords used in · literature. art, science,. arld in our d~ily 
newspapers and rnagazlnea.. How then can we deny · the student 
this k.nqwledge whtch g ve.s h:tm a fuller underr-stend1ng of 
all he reads? 
An .enthuQ1astio teacher of mythology gives his stu-
dents not only a tool in the form of' words of' mythological 
origin but ala9 the oppo:r~un1 ty to knowc and en joy some of 
the most interesting stories in our literature. 
• 
• 
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APPENDIX 
WORDS FR0~·1 Q.ONTE}.'T OF HP.RPEii 1 S ~iAQA~INE , FEBRUARY 1948 
At l antic - P . o. 6. 
chao s - p . 10 . 
Chronolog ical - p . 146. 
coryba.nt1~ - p . lA3, 
Electra. - pp •. 190 , 191 . 
Europe - P . O. ~ PP• 3;. 97, 1431 144 , 175 , B2 , 
· :68 , 178 , lt50 , 187 f Bl , B2 . 
Eur opean - P . o., pp . 98. 102, 136 , 1'+9. 152 , 154, 173 , 
fated - p . 28 . 
Florence - p . 150. 
175 . . 
flo r i st - p ~ 120 . · 
f l ow.er - pp ~ 15 , 106 •· 1.08 . 
flowered - p . 120~ · 
fur i ous - pp . 183, 190 . 
furiously - P• 189. 
gen1ua - p , 172 . 
geogr aphE)rs - P• 98 . 
ge ographic - P . o. ,. p . 7 . 
geogr aphical - P• 172 . 
geography - p . 167. 
g i ant - P • 172 . 
gigant ic - P • 183. 
gracef ul - p , 135. 
graceful ly - P• 166 . 
Herculean - P• 152• 
he!'O - PP• 152 , 158 , 160 , B6 , 7. 
here1o - pp . 164 , B6. 
un- heroic - p . B6 .• 
heroine - P • 129. 
Janua,ry - P. o., pp . 6 , 101 , 115 , 173. 
l aur e l • P • lit-7 . 
Ma.rel\1; - pp ~ 1:; 1,. 132 , 189. 
14:ay - :pp . 112 , 138.,. 158 . 
May Day - PP • 34, 58 . ·· 
museum ... p , o. ,_ PP• 5 , 6 . 
P . 0 . - 1nd1()a tes secti-on ,.Pers onal and Ot herwiset.r whi ch 
• preeed$s body .of magaz1n$ ~· 
B - indicates s ection on nBooka*' which fo l l o\<IS ~ody of 
+-------------~~agazine. 
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music - P . o.,. pp . 120 , 136 , 137, 138, 139 ,. 140, 142, 143 , 
191, 192. 
musical - PP• 1:37, 138,: 142-. 143,,. 192 ~ 
Nrus 1oian - · pp . 139, ll~4 , 145 , 192. 
mus icianship - PP • 1:39, 143 , 145. 192 . 
myth - P•. 146 . · 
myth1eal - p . ·146 . 
Ocean - p . 146 . 
Odyssey - p . 142 . 
Oedipus - p . ·143 . 
orgy - P • 142• 
panic- P ,. o~, PP• 7.1 108 , 167 . 
pantheon - p . 166 . 
psychoanaly s t s - P . 0 ., ·p . 7. 
psychological '- pp . 110 , 183 , 191 . 
psychology - P• 173. 
psyohoneU!'oeis - 'P • 161 .• 
Roman - P • 0 . ,. pp . 7 , B2 • • 
Rome - P . 0 . 1 pp . · 7 , 150 , 154 ,. 158. 
Saturday - P• 0 .~ PP • 9.1 8 , 105 , 106 ,. 118 , 126, 144, 189. 
Terminated - p . 1'70 . 
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WORDS FROM CONTEXT OF S.t\TURDAY EVENING POST 
Aegean - June 7, P• 111. 
Ajax - June 7, PP• 33, 34,. 1:55, 13~, 137 , 138, , 
alma mater - April 26• pp . 102, 15,6. 
Amazon - Feb. 8, PP • 107; April 26, p. 10; Aug . 16, pp·. 4, 
. 21, 12t>. 
Amazonian ... Aug . 16_. p. 125. 
Athens - Feb .. . 8 , pp . 21~ 72h July 12, P• 100. 
Antares - April 26;. pp. 301 110., 111. Argonaut - Apr11 26;.: p ~ 14th . .. . 
At l anta. - J\~ly 12 ,. pp . 37 • ~6. . . .. 
Atlantic .... Feb. 8,. PP • ~l, ~1, 34, 35., 64, 66, 68 , 75, 125; 
· Jtme · 7-,. PP • 35, 47, 154,. 170•-
Atlantic Ocean - Fe'b .• 8, p. 35H June '7, P • 153· · 
Atla s - Feb. 8, PP• . 29 ; 114; · June 7, ' P• 126; Aug . 16; PP• 
. . ' 122·, 1244i 
calliope - · Aug; 16., PP·• 31)' 53 .• " 
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csp1tol - Feb. 8, p. 133; Ju~y 12~ P,• 26. 
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Chronic - Feb. 8 , P • 93;' July" 12~ P• 2:;. 
chronological - Aug . 16, P• 125·. · 
chronometer - April 26, ·· p. 111. · 
Clytemnestra - April 26, P• 1;34. · 
Co.lossus - April 26-. P• 2;; Feb. ·2 ." P• 31. 
Cornucopia - April 26, ' P• 147.' 
Cupid - Jun-.e 7 • P• 59J July 12, P• 43 •· 
Damon - Aug . 16, p. 23. · .. · 
Europe - Feb. 8, P'P• 25, f6, ·· '2.7_1 ;31, · 90.1 92, 125, 126, 128; 
June 7., p . 47; 111, 176; 
ifuly 12,, PP• 30, 31, 91, 98, 100, 
104,. 1_45!. 148; Aug . 16 , pp.,. 20, 
· 33 , · 58_, .. o3·. 
European - Feb. 8, PP • 26 ' ·· ~7 ,, ,90, l25., .128t April 26, . 
pp. 99, l.oa, .1os:. June 7, PP • 45, 
47,. 149, 170, July 12 1 PP • 12 1 
98, .104; Aug . 16, PP• 58, 63. -
In.~o'-E,uro.P:ean - . Julyl2, ;P•. 1oo·. · 
Non-European - Feb. 8 , P• 125 .• 
· ·eoho- June 7,· PP• 18, l05; July 1~, pp.· 24, 46. 
fat.a1 - April 26, p. 26;· July 12, p·. 91.; Aug . 16, pp. 121, 
. 124. ' 
fate - April 26, p. 4 9 ; July l .f " p_; }8. 
------~un---~ul¥~~~-~·~A·----~------------------------------------~------­
Flora - Feb. 8, p. 96. 
florid - July 12, P• 127. 
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Florida - Feb . 8 , p. 46; April 26, p. 10;· .June 7, pp. 24, 
153; July 12, pp . 83 , 12.3; 
A.ug. 16, pp . 16 ~- 24, 25• 103. 
Floridian - Aug . 16, P • 97 . 
florist - Feb . 8,. P• 112. , 
f'l$'Wered - Feb. ?i· p~ 7?; April 26, P• 74. 
flo-werpot - July 2 , p . 49 . · 
f'lo.wers - Feb. 8, pp. ?O, 43 ., 80 , 87, 89, 108., 110., 112, 
. 115; ~pr1~ 26~ PP • 29 , 49 , 74, BT, 89, 100, 109 , 157; June 7, 
:PP .• 19, 147 , _ 152, 171; July 12, 
PP • 35, 8:;, 85; Aug . 16, PP • 18 
48, 49, 86 , 125. ' 
fo r tune - Feb. 8, PP• 107 , 145; April 26, PP • 79 , 82 , 89; 
July .. 12 , PP • 3, 28 ; June 7, 
pp • 42 , 104-, 107 __ 123 f Aug . 16, 
. PP • 53~ 103, 108. 
fortunate - Feb:. ~ . PP • 46, 55 ; April 26 , P• 96. 
fortunately - Feb . 8 , p . 107; Apr11 26, P• 89 ; July 12,. 
pp~ 139, 135; Aug . 16,, PP • 97 ,. 
126. 
unf ortunate - J?eb . 8 , .. P• . 134; . April 26, PP • 4, 100, 122-; 
. J'j.lne · 7_. PP• 54 , 66; July 12,. 
. . P• +6l Aug . 16, P• 38. 
unfortunately- June 7,t . P• l28; _Aug. 16, P• 81 . 
f urious- ft'eb. 8 , P • lt5~ _Apr11 ,26, PP • :38 , 70; June 7 , 
. . P• l631 ·Jult 12• PP • 37 , .38; 
Aug . l p,. .PP • . 29, 40, 48. 
:rur1ously - Feb . 8 1 ' p.,' 1~6 ; April , 261 P • 102; Jul'le 7, P • 17; 
July 1? , p .• 127;; Aug . 16,_ P • 29 . 
infuriated - Feb. 8~ P • ;o . 
fury - Feb. 8., P• ~7; . A1?1'11 26,.'· pp -. _ 42, 155:; June 7 , P • so. 
G'Anymede .. F eb • 8• p . 145 . . . . . 
genius - Feb . 8, pp. 15 1 58.1 , 68, .. 75. 110~ 115; April 26 , 
pp .• 4, 33' 35' 38 , 94 , 147; 
. . MIS .• 16 , PP• 20,_ 108 , 
Geodetic ... Feb . e, P• 66·. ' . 
geographical - Apr.1l 26 , P• 105. 
geogrp,ph1~ally - Feb • . 8j P• 7~ .• 
geography ~ June ( 1 P• 6 , _ 
geo.Logica.l - June 7., p . 98 • . 
geolo·g ist ... April 26. P .• 82; June 7;, p., 153 . 
geology- June 7, P• 147. 
giant - Feb •. 8 , PP• 98 ,, 140 ; Apr~l 26~ PP • 33, 74; June 7, 
P'P ·~ 1:34, 142; July 12 ,, PP • 23, 
-----------------2-S-~~r=l04c;~A-ug-..---6-:r-l?:F>-----3·e.-, --------------: 
gracefully - April ?6• pp . . 7!) • . 62 ., 100; July 12. p . 136; Aug. 16, 
P• 35. 
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disgraced - June 7, P-• 24; Aug. 16;o pp. 46_, 77. 
disgraceful - Feb. 8 , p . 104. 
hermaphrodite- June 7~ P • 4'7. 
hermetically - pril 26, P• 90. 
Hero· - Feb. 8, PP • 6, lO• .17, 89; April 26, PP • 10, 109; 
June 7, pp . 4, 28, 70, 15'2, 173; 
· July 12., . pp. 116, , 121; 136; 
1 ,;,: tis·· . . .Aug . o, P• ~ . • 
heroic - June 8,, , pp • . 28, 12); Ju;ty 12., p. 80 . 
heroine - July 12, pp . 38; llS). . . . 
heroism - Feb . 8 , PP• 32 , 60; .June 7~. pp .• 34., 156;· ~Tu.1y 12,, 
P • 13.6. , . . 
Homer ... Feb . 8, pp. 43, 98 ,. 1011 104,. 107, 108; Aug . , 16, . 
P.• 20 ..  
hour - Feb . 8., PP• 2.2, 23 , 25* :)8., 57 , 66 , 72, 78 , 8p,. 89, 
93:,. llO, 112, 121, 125 ,. 134, .136. 
April. 26, , pp~ 18, 24,. 30~ 33, . 35, . 
49-,. so, 61 ,. 62., ?o. 87 , 9o ., 97, 
105, 111.,. 112., 114, 118, 121, 122, 
130., 132, 13p,. 136 ., · 141; June 7, 
pp !t 8., 12,. 15, 27,. 28~ 30,. 3-l, ttf!, 
43-" 60,, , 72' 82' 84 i 9?, 97" 124, 
127 .. 12'8.) 154, 160., 163 , , 165-:· 
July 12·,. PP• 16,. 19, 24, 30., 3.7, 
40 :, #6,. 58, 59,. 65, ($6, 69, 78 , 
87, 100 ·' 103 ,. 104' 106, 116 i 123' 
129, 132, 133,. l40,. 142; Aug . 16, 
PP•· 24, 25\J 31, 54• 56, . 80, , 81,. 
83' 84 .. , 86,, 88., 98;. 108' 1.15, 120' 
. ' 121 .• 125. 
hypnot1o - Feb . 8, p. 85. 
Iris - June ?., pp. p6,," 67., 
.JanitQr - Feb .• 80, p . · 149. 
January - Tl'eb. 8,. pp .• 4;,, ·102; April 26,. p. 133; June 7, 
pp .- 10 , 18, 149. 154; July ·12., 
PP • 27, 61, 62 , 98• 121~; . Aug . · 12, 
. p~ 66-. , 
jo-vial - Feb. S,. p,. 46t April 26, p . 111. 
joy1a11ty ·- Feb~ 8, p . ll5~ jovially • A~g. 18~ P• 10. 
Jovian, - ft"e,:b. 8., PP • 32, .. 142. 
June - li'eb . 8., PP• ~5, ... 28, .. 3!,. 1~3, . 64,66, 92, 98., lOl,. 104, 
, . 152; April 26, PP• 2~ , 72, 157; 
, , June 7, pp. 149, 154, July 12 , 
PP •. 4., 38, 77, 145, . 14·6; Aug. 16, 
PP• 4., 6 , B .• 17. . 
ifu:p~t-e-~-J~unEL..Z,---..l2 • 59. , 
1aure&te - Feb. 8~. P• 35; June 7, p. 1~4~.--~--------------------~~----
1atlrel ":" April 26 ,. pp,. 72 • 136; June 7 1 p . 4 "~ 
Leander - July 12 ,. pp. 20 ., 21 ., ., 107., 109, 111, 112, 114·. 
lethar•e;y - Feb . 8, p •. llO . 
Luna - Febe 8 , PP• 33 , 146; April 26• P• 33 . 
Luna. City - I"ab. 8 ., PP • 33. 142 , 135; April 26, PP• 33, 
1.16 . 118. 
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Luna- Terra - P'eb. 8, p .. 33 . 
Trans- lunar - Aprtl 26 11 P • 33·· 
March - i'"'eb . 8 ., p. 21; Apr•il 26 , pp . l~ , . 6 ,. 15 , 16 , 102 ,. 
152; June 7 1 PP • 19,. 28, 47. 
Mars - Feb . 8:, PP• 10~ 33, l42t 145; April 26, p . 33; 
.. June 7, P• 56; July 12 11 P • 118 . 
l4arsopolis ... Feb. 8., PP • 10. ll~5. · 
Martial - June 7 1 P• 173 . 
Ma-rtian - D'eb •. 8 ,-.. PP • lO, 32,. 33,. 145 . 
oourt-ma.rtia.l - June 7 ,_ p . 1.32 • . 
May - li'eb • 8 , P• 98; April 26 , PP• 105., 109, l5T, 158; 
June 7., pp . 130, 154; July 12, 
pp~ 4,. 6 , 121; Aug . 16, PP • 8, 
M~ybask~t - June 71 P• 40 . 
'lJiay Day - Feb . e, P• 158 . 
Medusa. ·- April 26, ·p . 134 . 
mercury - Aug . 16, P• 35:. · 
M1tlerva - Feb ,. 8 , p .• ,;t.l4 ... 
28 , 58, 10, , l.l8 , 120. 
· mortality - Aug. 16 f; p . 35,. 
mortician ... July 12 , PP·• 29,. .127 . 
museum - Feb.,. 8., PP• ~l , 72, 83; April 26 ,. PP • 12 , 155; 
. .A.ug . 16., PP • 50 .11 126 • . 
music - Feb . 8, PP • 96, 110; April 16 , PP • 67,. 68 , 85,. 87 , 
90" 9l,, 1'~7 ; July 12;~; .PP • 24 , 
35, 4/:t·., 46, 50, 53 , e>5 ,. 87., 
114 , 119, 121 ; Aug. 16 , PP • 30, 
36, 50 , 52 , 53. 90 , 101 ,. 107. 
musical - r'eb ,. 8• PP• 83, 150; April 26,, PP• 67 , 741. 134; 
July 12 , p·. 46; Aug. 16 . p . so • 
. musician - April 26, PP• · 31,. 99-#· 136$ June 7,. PP • 4 ,. 47; 
July 12 , PP • 46, 104·; Aug . 16 , 
p . 52 . 
myth - July 12; p . 62; Aug. 16 , p~ 8·. 
mythloal - Feb . 8,, P • 1.6 . 
nemests - Feb . 8. t>. 142; June 7, P • 15l . 
Nike - June 71 P• 59. . , 
oc$a:n - Fab. ti, pp,. 35, 48• 52; April 26ft' p . 26 ; ~une 7, 
PP • 2cr, 35., ~o,: 45., 1s.2 , 157, 
174; Aug. 16• pp .• 35 , 96 , 10.1 •. 
o.cea;n- go1ng - F'eb . 8i. P • 69 . 
oeeanogl:"aphy - Ang '" · 6 .. p . 9? . 
o ymp c ... Fe'tr.--8.--P.--2·8~~· -~----------________ ____:_ _ _ 
Olympian - Aug . 16, p., 78. 
Ol ympus - June 7 , P • 174 ,. 
oracle - Feb .• 8 ., p . 82 . 
orgy - Feb . 8 , P • 78 . 
panic -Fob. 8 • . PP • 49; 139; April 26, P• 16 ; June 7 , 
P• 109; July 7, , p. 135 ; 
Aut;. 16; P • 118 •. 
pa:nl oked .: April 26~ p ~ .. 142: . 
panicky - July 12, p_.. "Q2; Aus . 16, p . 78 . 
pan:tc .... atr1cken- April 26,. . p . 130 . 
Faria ... Feb. 8 , . PP• 30., 31,, 62, 96;. April 261 pp. 6 , 7:, , 
12; · Jul; 71 P?• 30; . 31• . ?S• . 100~ 10-' J. ~04, Aug . 16,, 
PP• 36, o3 . . 
Par1s1enna - Feb• . 8• , P• 96 • . 
peych1a.trio - Apr11 .26 , P• 90 . 
psychiatry - Apri~. 26; PP• 30., 90. 
psychic- Apr•il 26 , p, ~9 ·1 .July 12 , p .. 94. 
psycho - Apri l 26.1 P• 32 . 
psychiatrist - ApriJ. 26, pp .• 10 .~ 30 , 33-, 90, 110; June 7, , 
pp. J~, 23 , 173; July 1? , p ., 
96 .. . . . 
psyohologloal - P..pril 26,, PP • 35,. 102; June 7 ,. P • 97; 
July 12~ p. 91 . 
psychology !"' Aprll . 26., P• 91; June 7~ p .. 23 . 
psychosis - Feb. 8, P• 93. 
Pythias - Aug . 16, P• 23 . 
Rome - Feb. 8 , PP• oo, 62; 
Saturn - Fel;l ,, 8,. p . .. !46,. · 
Saturnine - June 7 , p •. 152 •. 
June 7 , P • 47; J~ly l2 , pp . 148 ; 
. 89, 9.0 , 93 , 106, 122 ; June 7 , 
PP •: 6., 24 1 126'1 149; ~u1y 12, 
pp, . B3 •. 118• 129 . 
siren ... Aug . 16 , PP• 77. 11~ . 
So,l - April 26, P • 136 . , 
solar ... Feb . 8 , pp .-. 10 ,. 11+6; AUi$ • ~~ ~ pp . 4 , 10, 8~(, . 93~ 
· . 96., 1.21; Aug . 16, p .• 97 ~ 
Stentorian - April 26~ P• ~5· · 
Stygian - Feb. 26 , P • 54. . 
Sylvia - Feb . 8, P• 150 . _, . , t~rminal - Feb . · 8 , pp . 21, 35., . 72; .. 78 . 110, l14; Aprit' 26 , · 
pp,. 112; · 114, 116; June 7 ,. 
. p . 15~; · July 12 , l'P • 27 , so. 
terminated - Apr11 ?.6, p. · 85; June 7,, P' • 38 •. 
termination ... Aug . 16.= p . 97. 
d-etermined .... June 7 _, P • . 42, . 
exterminate - June 7 ,. p . 28 . . 
extermination - Peh .. 8,. p . 95; Aug -<~ 12, p .. 1'?·5 · 
i nterminable - April 26 .• .. p .• 118; Aug . 12" p .• 136 . 
Spaae Terminal ... April 2.6 t . PP.• ,. :52 , 33, 110, 112 . 
:-t-----·Miitlrl-----!i!~-S~~p;p ... J~ 6ti • 51, . 
Vernls - Feb . 8,. PP• 32. 145 , 146 ; Aprir-26 , P • 3~ •• ---------'----
Venu-sb0rg - Feb . ~ .. PP • :;,2 , 33,, 145. 
volaano - Ap;r1l 261 . P• a2 . 
Ulysses ... April 26 , p,. 90 ; July 12 , 123; Aug . 16 , P • 101. 
uranium - Feb . 8, p. 10 .; April 26 , p. 85 ; Aug. 16. P• 107 . 
viORDS FROM CONTEXT OF 't.If:@t fA.AGAZINE 1947 
' . ~ . 
Aegean - Mar. 31., ' p. 26. 
Aja.x - Jan. 13 1 .p . '48. · 
alma mater- June ' 16~ P• 44~ 
amazon- ·J·an. '13, P• 33.; Feb . 24, P • 98; 1-1ar. 31, P• 38. 
Athenian - Feb. 24, p .• 39. 
Atn.ene - ;ran. 13, PP• 28, ~9, 30; Feb. 24, p. 35; Feb . 24, 
. . PP• 36, 39; Mar. 31, P• 26; 
May 19., P• 24. 
A.tla::qta. .:. Jan. 13, p·. 94; Mar . '31, PP~ 25 , 70 • 
.Atl antic - Jan .• 13, pp . 26;, 40_! 42# . Feb. 24. P• .113; 
· Mar. 51, PP• 8,. 53, 82, May 19, 
' · p •. 74; Jl;lne 16, PP • 11, 61, 62, 81. 
M1d.-atlant1o - June 16, p. · 74. · 
Tl:'ana-atlantia - Jan. 13, p. 26. 
capitol - Jan 13, PP • 23, 52; J?eb . 24, P• 29f Mar. 31, 
· p. 23; May 19. P• 22) June 16, 
PP• 29, 44 .•. 
C.ent~ur - Jan •. 13,. p~ 50. 
cereal - !-1a.r. 31. p~ 68. 
Chaos - !JJ:ar. 31~ P • 6; May 19., pp. 19, 102, 104.; June 16, 
P• 24. 
chaotic .... Feb . 24., PP • 35, 75. 
Chtmera - Mar, 3l, ., p. 6. 
Cynthia - June 16., p •. 46. 
Eu:rope- Jan• 13,. pp. 12, 28, 29, 30;. 31, 42, 60, 80, 83, 
104, 106: Feb. 24, PP• 24, 25, 
30, 31, 32,, 35, 36 , 89; Ma:t;>. 31, 
PP• 6, 11, 21, 26, 31~ 38, 50, 76, 
77, . 8~; M:ay 19,, PP• 19, 21,. 2), . 
28. 40, 48, 62, 73, 78, 98, 114; 
June 16, PP• 8, 24, ~5, 31., 32, 
33;. 34J 36, 76, 81, 85, 106, 112. 
European - Jan • . 13., PP• 12, .. 28, ?9, 30~ 70; · Feb. 24, PP• 85, 
89; Mar. 31., PP • 8 ., 21, 27, 38; 
May 19~ ·PP • 19, 67i June 16, 
Echo ·- May 19H P• 26. 
eo.hoed. - May ~ :t9c~ p ., 26. 
PP• 25~ 33, 35. 49_. 62, 106. 
Ele.ctra. . Complex - ~ray . 19, p. 74. 
er@tioa - June 16., P• 76. 
erotio1am .. Jan. 13, P• 59. 
100 • fate - May 19, P• 25 .; June 16., p. 
. :fatal - Jan. 13 ,. P• 85. 
-r----~f~a~t~· e~d~~- ~Jan . 13, P • 108 .• 
fauna - ·. e :r;--2"4,----p.-98-• .-- -----------~-------L __ 
flora - Feb . 24 , p .• 98 . 
f l orid - Feb .. 24 ., .p . 6L~ . 
florist - Jan ,. 13, p . 32 . 
flo-wer-ed - June 16,. p. 23 . 
beflO\i ered - May .19, P • .29 . 
) 
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fl0\119!'S - Jan. 13, P:P • 28• 32 , 51; Feb . 24 , pp.; 25·, 32; 
~.ar,. 31, pp .. 46 ;,. 49, 92 .• 
Flor ida - J an .. 13,. p. 25, 97; .Feb . 24, PP • 28 , .36; Mar. 31 , 
PP • 60, 62, 82; May 19, PP • 
12" 16, 73, 83 .; June 16 , pp . , 
11,. 51· 
Florence - Jan. 13 , PP • 110, 112 . 
fortune - Mar •. 31, PP • 52~ 68 .. 
fortunat.ely - Feb .. . 24 , .. P• 100 . 
unfortul;)~te - ~lar . 31,. P• 77. 
unfortu~ate.ly - Feb . 24, p. 100 
fur y - Jtay 19.,. p. 108. , 
furious .. - Feb .• 24l p . 75 ; 1-le,r. 31, IP • 30 , 38; !•lay 19 , P • 31 . 
infuria,ted - ~.Tune .16 ., p .. 99 . · 
genius - Jan . 13, pp .• 62,. 98., 112; May 19 , pp . 1L, 116. 
geography - June 16, p .• . 81 . . . 
geolog ical - Fe·b • . 24, pp .. 30 1. 98; June 16 , P • 81 
non-~ologi cal - .Feb. 24 , P• 98 . 
geol.og :tst - Feb . 24, PP • 89, 98; June 16 ,. P• 29. 
geology - I<~eb . 24 , p . 100 . . · 
g iant - Jan . 13 , pp • . 25, .. 54, .84.; Mar . 31 1 pp . 37 , 68; May , l 9 , 
PP• 29 , 64J June 16 , PP • 71 , 
72. 
gigantic - J~n . 13., p . 108; Msy 19, P • 94 . 
gignat:lcally ... Jan 13:t P • 108 , 
grao~ - Mar . :51, p. 99.; May 19, P • 21. 
Heotol? - Mar .. 33. , P • 39 . 
HePaul es - Feb . 24 , P:P . 36, 92 . · 
Hermes - Jan . 13, p .. 32 . 
hero - Jan . 13 , PP • 59.,. 85; Feb . 24 , ·p . 8; Mrn: :31 , PP ! YT , 
.99., 100, 102; May 19 , p, 104; 
,rune 16. pp •. 35 , 96 . 
heroic - !~ay 19, PP • 27 , 104 . · , 0 
heroics - Mar. 31 , PP • 36 ,. 78 ; May 19, :P-• 116; June ~6, 
. P• 102. 
heroine - May 19 , P• 53 ·· 
boroltlg1cal ... !-1a:t" .• 31, P• 14: . 
horo l ogy - [a.r~ . 31, P • . 11~ . 
horo.scope - Jan .. 13, P• 62 
Homer - Jan, 13, P• 21 . 
hour - J an. 13 ., pp.- , 21,. 22 1 l~8 ., 50,. 52 , 54 ,. 59 , 60 ,. 71 , 94; T _________________ I.l'eb . 24 , PP • 18, 25 , 28 , 29 , 
~~~4.0-,_1!.2;_75_1' 92 f 96 ' 113 J 
114-;: Mar . 31, pp . 22 ,. 27 , 3'(:)1-;,------:-----
35, 40 , 44, 62 ; May 19 , PP • 22, 
24, 25 , 32 , 1~4 ,. 53, 56 ; 
I 
hyaci1 th - May 19., p . 42. 
hydra - Feb. 24• P• 36·. 
hygiene ... ~.[ar. 31, p .• . 75. · 
hygienic - !~e.y 19• p. 77 . 
hypnotic - Mar. 31 ~ P • 24 .• 
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June 16, pp . 18. · 21~ 25, 26, 
29,. 32, 36, 42 , 56, 66 , 71 , 
85 ' 91 ;, 99 , 109~ lll~. 
hypnotist - May 19, P• 104 . 
iridescent - Jan . 13,. P • 94. 
J anitor - Msr . 31 1 p . 46 . 
January - Jfln .. 13, · pp. 19 .. ~n . 22 , 26, 29 , 32, 79, 83 , 85 , 
104; Feb. 21~ .• pp . 11, 12, 24 , 
40 , 4:!L, 90 ~ 82 .; 110; Mar . 31 , 
P• 38; May 19, P• 23; ~une 16 , 
P t'• 39.- 109. 
jovial - Jan . 13• p . 22. . 
June - Jan. 13 , pp . 22; Feb . 24, pp . 24, 50 ,. 113; May 19; 
· - pp . 23 , 27 , 77; June 16. PP • 
:25 ., 30 , 36.,, 39 , 56 , 64., '"{4,. 81. 
94 . Ju-piter - Jan 13, PP • 28 , 
laurel' - June 16 , p • . 46 • 
l ethargic - !.fay 19, p . · 50; 
l ethargy - June 16. p . 42 . 
lunatic - June 16, lh 36 . 
March - Jan 13:, p p . ·· 30., 31., 
June 16., p . 42. 
'+O; Feb . 24, PP • 12 ., 110., 118; 
Mar . 31 ·, pp . 6 , 8 , 12 ,. 37 '· 60, 
70 , 81 ' 82 ' 83 ; 96 ' 102; 
May 19, PP • 31 , 37, 54• "JO ~ 
104; June 16 , pp . 74, 109 , 110. 
35, 52t 89., 113; ~Iar • • 31 1 P • 58; 
May 191 PP • 6, 21 .1 31 1 40, 55 , 62, 67 , 87,, 104, 108: June 16, 
PP • 6 , 8 , 11~,: 12, 2~ , 26,, 28, 
34 ·~ · 50 , 61+ _ tn • ss ., 90, 10 9, · 
114~. . 
70 .. 
May Day - May 19 , P• ~6. 
mentor - Jan . 13,. P • 19 . 
Mercury - Jan . 13) pp·. 33,. 
. ~ ida. s - Mar. 31 -, p . 88 . 
mus ic - Jan. 13,· P • 5lt-,  92 , 94 , 97J Feb . 24 , PP • 11 , 12, 
1+6, 85 ; ~~ar . 31 , PP • 25 , 32, 49, 
52, 53 , 64, 105; May 19 , PP • 26, 
47, 48, 53; 19,, 87 ,_ 108; ·June 
16 , pp . 31 , 32 ; l~O , 49 , 68 , 75 , 
76, 115. 
1 - Jan. 13, PP• 92 1 91.• 110; Feb. 24,.- PP· · 12 ; 85 , , l&;-Ma-l-.;--3l-~;--1h---5~_;--i'.Lti\Y~t·-· r=z.-----'-----
PP • 30, 48 ; June 16 , PP • 33, 56 , 
6:; , 76 , , 115·· 
musician- Jan . 13 , pp-. 27, 92; 
PP• 
. 48,, 
muaia lover - Feb. 24, p .• 44 . 
music-hall - Feb. 24,. P • 33· 
mot>t:ic1a~1 - Mar . 31., . P• 1+9. 
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Feb·. 24, p • . 12; Mar. 31·, 
25, 52; May 19·, pp·. 26,, 
101; June 16, PP • 49, 6~ . 
mortuary - Mar . 3l , p . 49 . 
rnus.eum - Jan . 13, P • 50 ; Feb. 24 , p . 75; Mar. 31, PP • 30 , 
58; Nay 19 , PP • 53, 62~ 108; 
Jufle 16 , p. 106. 
myth - June 16, p .• 8 . 
mythologi ca l - Jan~ 13. p . 32-. 
narc1sa1sm ... Feb . 21+,. p . 56. 
Narcissus - June 16, P• 104. 
ocean -~ Jan . 13,. PP• 70., 97 ; Mar .. 31, :PP • 58., 82. 
ocean- going - June 16, p . 92 • 
ocean1c - Mar. 31,. P • 82 . 
Olympian - F~b .• 2. L~,, P• 35 . 
Olympic - f·!e.r . 19, PP • 26,, 53. 
Paris - Jan . 13 , pp . 16 1 31 , 50, 90. 92. 106; Feb • . 24 • . 
PP • 12, 18, 63 ~ 75, 78, 82, 85, 
86 ; Mar. 19, PP• 27 , 28, 38, 
39, 49,. , 52~ 53, 58, 77, 105; 
~{ay 19., PP• 27 , 32 , ·33, 111, 
112, 116;_ June 16, pp. -33! 34, 
35~ 42, 44 , . 50, 56 , 681 B~. · 112. . . 
:Parisian - Jan . 13 1 P • 50; 
Pall - June 16., P • 33. 
Feb. 24) P • 86 ; June 16, P • 33. 
pa.n1o - May 19, p •. 33; Mar . 31~ p . 88 . 
panicky - Mar .. 31~ P • · 38t . May . 19, . P• 77 . 
Parth~non - Feb . 24 , P • 35 . · 
Persephone - Jan . 13.,. P• 54 . 
phaeton - !1ay 19, P • 53. 
post-mOl:"tem - Jan 13 , p . 86 . 
:Pro met he us - Jan . 13 ,. p . 112 
protean - Feb . 24 , P• 34. 
psyche-interpreter - Ivlay 19 , p . lOl~ . 
peyeh1atr1st - Feb '" 24,. pp . 11 , 56; r4ar. 31 , PP • 57 , 75 ; 
May 19, P• 74; June 16 , p . 63. 
P• ;32. , 
21+, P • 118 • . 
16 , P • 3.2 • 
P • 84 ; F'eb . 24, T->P • 78 . 96; Iviay 19, 
p . 101; June 16, PP • 63 , 85 . 
paycholog1oal - FEtb . 24, p . 118,,. J-iJfay 19; p . · 102; March 31, 
P• 19 . 
psychiatry - June 16. 
psychoanalysis - Feb. 
p~yc~onna1ysts - June 
psychology - Jan . 13 ·' 
psyoholo61s an.-l3~~~ ~M~a=r~o~h~3=1L•~P~·~5~8~·~------~--~------~~~ psychopathic - June 16j P• 63. 
psychotic - Mar. 31, p~ 57 . 
80 
python - May 19. P• 89 . 
Rome - Jan . 13 ; -PP • 28 , 37, 110; Feb , 24t~~P · 30 , 3+J 
Mar •. 31, P• ~::> , Mar . 19., PP • 
a9 .• 62 , lll ; June 16 , PP • 24 , 
44~ 50_, 74 . 
pr1x de Rome - Mal:".t 3+. . p; 5; . 
Roman .. J an. 13.1: ·pp; 30.1 33 ,. · 95; Feb . 24. p . 106; May 19 , 
· · -·· p . 29 ; June 16 , P • 50. 
Roman aat.holic - ·Fe.b. 24- pp .~ 25, 29 , ·aq; Ma1• . 3L, pp; 31; 
. 50 ; t 11Ia.y · 19, pp . l~O , 6 9 , 70 1 73; ;rurte 16, PP • 44;; 76 . 
Saturday - Jarl . 13 , PP • 19 , 22~ 54; Feb . 24 , pp . 12 , 66 , 
· 6$) .• 89t Mar . 31 , PP • 22 , 2'7 , 
63 ,. ~6; May :19, 'pt> . 23. ~6, ~11; 
June 16 , .. pp. 54 1. 65 . 
siren .,. Jan. 13 , P • . 33 . 
stentorian - !4ar • . 31~ p . 96 .• . 
tantalizer - Jan .~ 13; p . 61 . . 
t antalizingly - F'eb~ 24 1 p~ 70 ~ 
t antalum • 1-dar . 31.- p •. 37 . 
terminal • l~eb . 24· , p . 89.; Mar .. 31., p, 81 . 
terminate - Jan . 13 ; P• ' 24 . 
terminating - Mar . "31 .. p . 22 . · 
termination - Ja.n. 13.1 pp .• '23 .,. '24 • . 
determined - lilar . 31 * · PP• 22 . , '30 • . 
extermi nation - 'Mar>,. 31,. p . ~6. 
interminable - Feb.. 21+ i p . 118 J 1.[a.r . 31 , p . 76 . • 
titant1o ~ Jan . 13 , p. 30 ; Mar .. 3:1;. , P• 28; May 19 , p ~ 42 ~ 
uvanium - ~1ar .• 31., PP • 44 , 81 . 
Ulyeses - Mar . 31 , P• 105; May 19., p . 47 . 
Venus - Jan. 13 , P • 59 · . . . 
volQante - Feb . 24 , p . 98; ~1ar . 31, p . 39. 
vo l cano - Jan . 13, P• 66;. Feb . 2·4 ., pp ., 114.- 116 ,· 118;. 
Mar . '31 ., P• 39. 
